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Rockland’s Soap Box Derby Entrants

Washington

$5 00 per year
$2 50 six months

EIGHT PAGE8—5r COPY

Coopers Mills

SWIMMING AREA FOR JULY USE

Mrs. Edna Mae Griffin, 55. of

The Rockland Citizens Recrc- Lake in thfe beginner’s swimming
ation Committee met at the home classes. This will be built from
of the President, Alien Gordon, j funds raised by public subeription
Friday. Report was made by the and the committee asks all citizens
president on the wading pools. The interested in helping support the
project has been approved by the public recreaio.i area to make con
Rockland School District, location tributions to the treasurer. Rev.
to be determined before construc George W. Goudreau, St. Ber
tion. and by the Planning Com nard’s Rectory or members of the
mission. Also a Resolve has been ways and means committee, Ger
passed by the City Council accept trude Jordan, 99 Camden St., and
ing the maintenance and incorpor Joseph Coakley, 81 Pleasant.
ating them in the city recrea
tion program.

Washington, the wife of Wallace
F. Griffin, was instantly killed
about 9 p. m. Friday when a car
j in which she was a passenger left

I Route 32 in Cooper's Mills and
I struck a tree.
State Police at Augusta report
that the Griffin car, operated by
! Clifford Griffin. 18, was in an
angle collision with another op
erated by David Wheelock, 17, of
Weeks Mills. It is reported that
the Griffin car was passing the
Wheelock car when that vehicle
turned to its left with the result
that *he Griffin car went off he
road afer the collision to strike a
tree.

Dr. A. P. Pratts

A report was made by Mike DiRenzo on the public park and rec Observed Their
reation area at Chickawaukie Lake i
proposed byalhe jity and the State ; Fiftieth
Highway Commission and beach on
Earlier this month Rev. Dr. and
the land leased by Wendell HadMrs. Arthur P. Pratt of Friend
lock to the City.
ship, and Mount Dora, Fla., ob
Gertrude Jordan of the ways and served their Golden Wedding Anni
means committee turned over $181 versary, at their home The Ledges,
to the treasurer. Rev. George Court on Hatchet Cove. Frendship. They
* reau from donations for the con- were married in Winchester. Mass.,
$
struction of a float for use at the June 8, 1904, and have spent thelr
recreation area
......
...
summers in
Friendship since that

l'

Young People
Attending Camps
For the Summer
Among those attending summer
Photo by Kelley camps are Harriet Ladd, Gail Ladd
Rockland lads who participated in the Soapbox Derby at Bangor Saturday arc shown with their and Carolyn Bird of Rockland and
vehicles, lined up in front of the Sea View Garage on Friday afternoon, as they made a final cheek.
Builders and operators of the ears are, from left to right, William McKeon, Bruce Rubenstein, Kenneth Betsy Richardson of Stonington at
Camp, Washington;
Ilvonen, Sanimie Glover, David Hill, Alonzo Dorr, Ralph Rackliff and David Hamalainen.
Shown with Med-o-lark
the hoys are Don Hanseom and Robert Bailey who have given much advice and assistance to the hoys in Martha Lowe. Camp Hiltinowa on
the building process. Fred Ripley and Dexter Cummings were not present although their ears are shown,
Lake Cobbosseecnntee in Litch
second and fourth from right.
field; Miehial Savitt, Robert Shaw
and John Peters, State Y. M. C. A.
tor of the Corning Glass Center at
Camp at Winthrop; Carol Bicknell,
HONORARY MASTER'S DEGREE
Corning, N. Y., a unique combin Hannah Peterson and Judy and
AWARDED JAMES M. BROWN
ation of museum, craft-worshop, Jane Segal, Camp Tanglcwood,
community -center, research and Lincolnville, William Small and
BY AMHERST COLLEGE
educational institute dedicated to Edward Miller, Camp Lowe at
James M. Brown, III former di rary Arts at Boston; and prior ! history, science and art. Under Oakland.
rector of Farnsworth Museum in to assuming his present position at your guidance it has attracted in
this city and now director of great Corning, was director of the Wil- | three years more than a million St. George Fire
Corning Glass Center in Corning. liam A. Farnsworth Art Museum j visitors and become a potent facN. Y., has been awarded an at Rockland.
| tor in the instruction and edifica- Dept. To Hold
honorary degree by Amherst Col
Thp citation by Amherst’s Presi- J tinn of the public. Both in rural
lege of which he graduated, class dent Charles W. Cole at the pre- j Maine and rural New York, the Summer Drills
of 1939.
sentation of the degree is here pre- i people have beaten a path to the
School is out for some people
J doors you have opened. You have but not for the members of the St.
Mr. Brown was recognized foi sented.
his accomplishments in the rau
James Monroe Brown HI. grad | shown the educators that vital and George Volunteer Fire Depart
seum field, especially the develop uate of Amherst in the class of 1 vivid education is not confined to ment. Now that the good days are
ment of community center pro 1939. you earned the Master of schools and colleges.
here Fire School has started un
grams such as that organized at Arts degree at Harvard. You were 1 By virture of the authority vested der the direction of Fire Chief
the Corning Glass Center.
in the Navy during the whole war in me by the Board of Trustees of | George Fay. All luring the sumMajoring in economics at Am period and were for three years Amherst College, 1 confer upon | mer simulated fires will be an
Magter of Ar,s- nounced and houses, grass, boats
herst College he was graduated a German prisoner. After service I >ou the E”'Sree
Charles W. Cole
etc; will be the main objects.
in 1939. He subsequently earned at the Dumbarton Oaks Library in i
President
Training is essential, and al
k the master of arts degree in art Washington and at the Institute of j
though simulated fires will con
and museum administration from Contemporary Art in Boston, you
sist of mostly dry runs, it will pro
♦ he School of Arts and Science at became Director of the William A. Carr's Wallpaper
vide the necessary workout® to im
Harvard University.
Farnsworth Art Museum at Rock
prove the efficency of the depart
Mr. Brown has successively land. and developed there, in an un Center Goes Over
ment.
served as assistant to the direc- usual non-urban jetting, a strong in
Top Again
The first drill will be held at
1 tor of the Dumbarton Oaks Re- stitution for spreading understand
ing of an excitement about art ts ! Carr’s Wallpaoer Center Goes 7.30 p. m. July 1, and all members
Washington, D. C.; assistant direc
Over The Top Again Same As Last of the department are hereby noti
tor of the Institute of Contempo- a force on modern life.
searen Library and Collection in
Since 1951 you have been Direc- I Week. With special low’ prices and fied of this event, and will report
, for the benefit of their customers, to the Fire House. AU interested
j they are having another special parties, other than those of the
sale this week of the famous Mar- departments are invited to attend
THURSDAY-FRIDAY-SATURDAY
' tin-Senour Paint on 5 gal. cans this drill, in order that they may
ADDED ATTRACTION
only $18.40, regular price sells become acquainted with the work
I for $5.75 per gal. total of $28.75 ings of the system, in case of any
| which is a saving of $10.35 while the emergency, at which they may be
5 gal. cans last. As in last weeks present.

Knox<o<

BATTLE OF PUNCHING CHAMPIONS!! |
(ETTER THAN RINGSIDE!

S
S
77-78

STARTS WEDNESDAY - FOR 7 FUN-DAYS!
ON OUR NEW WIDE PANORAMIC SCREEN
JIT'S THE HAPPIEST EVENT OF THE YEAR . . . With thr World's
|No. 1 Singing . . . 1‘anilng . . . Fun-Star At Ilia Entertaining Hcm(!

IA

Show Packed with More l-aughs Than You've Laughed In Years!

> graetastl
"•f

TECHNICOLOR

EVERYONE SANG

Everyone suddenly burst out sing
ing;
And I was filled with such delight
As prisoned birds must find in
freedom
Winging wildly across the white
Orchards and dark green fields;
on; on; and out of sight.

Ever.vcne’s voice was suddenly
lifted,
And beauty came like the setting
sun.
My heart was shaken with tears,
and horrc<
Drifted away . . . O hut every one
Was a bird; and the song was
wordless; the singing will
never be done.

—Siegfried Sassoon.
Main St. in Rockland, their low
overhead saves you dollars. Re
member trade at Carr’s Wa’lpaper
And Paint Center For Good Quali
ty and Low Prices
adv. 77-lt

The Office of

A5

Plans were made by the group to

Photo by Cullen
Mrs. Mary Schumacher of Ingraham Hill, Owl’s Head, who will
be 101 years of age on Oct. 9. Keen of mind and hearing, she weighs
less than 100 pounds and is just about five feet tall—and is as full of
pep as any “youngster” of 75 might be expected to be.

In writing about a person of ex uled to call, not making any official
treme age one is tempted to re record. Such details were left to
fer to them as so many years the family. Perhaps a line ur two
in the family bible, or dates passed
young. However this story comdown from generation to generation
cerns a very ancient little lady sufficed in place of the present bu
who readily admits her age and reau of vital statistics.
doesn’t feel she is young at ali
The little girl born to Martin
as she has a start of several and Bridget O’Neil Dwyer was
months on her second century on their second child. Fifteen more
were to follow before the brood
this earth.
was complete. They are all gone
The ancient little lady is Mrs. now but three; Mrs. Schumacher
Mary Schumacher of Ingraham and a sister Mrs. Margaret Prue
Hiil in Owl's Head who will be of Williamantic, Conn., andy a
brother Michael Dwyer of St.
101 come the ninth of October. She
Johns.
makes her home with her daughter

Frederick C.
Dennison, M. D.
THOMASTON

If You're Accustomed To The Best

BE CLOSED
FROM JULY 1 to AUG. 1
Inclusive
Nil

— HELP WANTED —

Select MEREDITH'S For Custom-Laid Floors and Walls
Our Experienced Mechanics Custom Install a Complete

75-77

Line of Nationally Known Linoleum and Tile Products:

»

*

J.

Kertoot

Rev. Mr. Kerfoot Will
Conduct Revival Services

I

CALL US FOR YOUR FREE

ESTIMATE TODAY!

At the

Experienced Fish Cutters

ASSEMBLY OF GOD

PENTECOSTAL
Steady Work - Liberal Benefits

CHURCH

AT REGULAR PRICES — SHOWS AT: 2.00—6.40—8.45

ROl'TE 1 - THOMASTON

Apply at

ckcand

rei 892

IMERED1TH

Every Night Except Mondays

GENERAL FOODS CORPORATION
AVENl’E — ROCKLAND

76-78

NIGHTLY SERVICE 7..TO
8PNDAYS. 2.50 »nd 7.30
All Persons Warmly Welcome
76-78

•

Inlaid Linoleum
Asphalt Tile
Rubber Tile
Mastic Tile
Lina-Tila

CGMMEIM'IAI,
CONTRACT
WORK OUB
SPECIALTY

COMPART
313-315 Main St. Rockland, Me.

•
•
•
•
•

Wide Variety of
Patterns, Colors,
Designs

FURHITORE

Starting June 29

BIRDS EYE DIVISION
TILLSON

year.

bulldose the oeach area and fill , They have one son. Dr. Robert
in with sand. Kenneth Mignault A pratt, of the University of North
was appointed to solicit trucks to Carolina. He and his family alwork in conjunction with the city s0 summer in Friendship, on Long
to get the area ready for the city Is]and. Mrs. Pratt was the former
swimming classes to start July 6. Helpn Armstrong, of Winchester,
The committee discussed plans | Mass
for the construction of a swim-'
4 t
....
.
Dr. Pratt ha3 held pastorates in
ming crib to be used by the recre
[Berlin. Mass., five years; Bellows
ation director at Chickawaukie I
Balls, Vt., 10 years; and in Green
field. Mass., 25 years. He retired
many older folks dread; but she
in 1941 and has lived in Florida
manages it very nicely, thank you.
since then, and has been an interim
Reading the papers and maga preacher in Community Church
zines was a pastime she much en Mount Dora.
joyed. but the last year of two her
vision has failed and she has to
FAVORITE POEM
pass by that pleasure. However,
OCR HEROES
the continual flow of traffic past

the
home on the Rockland- Here’s a hand to the boy who has
courage
Owl’s Head highway serves to en
To do what he knows to be right
tertain her through the days and When he falls in the way of temp
the family reads to her in the eve
tation,
ning. She has no trouble hearing
He has a hard battle to fight.
and can pick up a wiaper across the Who strives against self and his
comrades
room.
One
of
the
younger
sisters
died
anti son-in-law, Mr. and Mrs. Rocco
Will find a most powerful foe.
Ferrara and has been a resident earlier this month at the age of
That crutch she uses. Ten years All honor to him if he conquers,
of the area the past five years.
j ^5.
ago a bad fall fractured a hip and
A cheer for the boy who says
“No.”
In calling at a home to inter- | The big* family scattered over doctors predicted that she would
view a person past 100. on'1 might the province ana to the States, never walk again. It seems that Be steadfast, my boy, when you’re
tempted.
well expect to find the subject in I Miss Mary Dwyer went to Halifax the little lady, than 90. had other
To do what you know to be
bed. or at least in a comfortable ! where she worked as a chamber- ideas and she carried them
right.
chair, supported by a mass of I maid in the Halifax Hotel. There out of her satisfaction as she gets Stand firm by the colors of man
hood,
pillows and a hot water bottle or I she met and mt t ried the hotel ' about easily with the aid of a lone
And you will overcome in the
two. This was not the case in j chef. Joseph Schumacher when crutch. Sometime, she adandons
fight,
the crutch and makes it from chair “The right,” be your battle cry
the Ferrara household Sunday eve-I she was almost 41.
«ng.
The married life was cu* short to chair about the home—just to
ever
In waging the warfare of life.
No sooner in the kitchen than a 18 months later by Mr. Schumach- assure herself that she is not solely
sprightly little lady popped through er’s death and the wife and the in- dependent upon the stick of wood And God, w’ho knows who are the
heroes,
the door from the living room, fant girl who is now Mrs. Ferrara which has been her companion for
Will give you the strength for
a decade.
making the turn from the hall, ; laced the world alcne.
the strife.
She took a tumble the other day
swinging on one crutch and at the
Within a short time. Mrs. Schu—Phoebe Cary.
scraped her wrist badly*
same time pushing her glasses inacher settled in Portland and took and
For social items in The Courierback from the end of her nose, the up duties as a chambermaid enough to require fhe services of
W
better to see her visitor. “You at the Preble Hnire. A quarter a doctor. When the physician ar Gazette, Phone 1044, City.
have come to call on me” she said, century was spent there and then rived, rather than finding the pa
It wasn’t a question, but a state- ; there came service at the Congress tient in bed. she was sitting at
ment of fact, just as if a caller , Square Hotel and then on to Somer- the kitchen table having a bit of
LOBSTER STEW
with a camera n his hand just | ville, Mass., where she did hospital tea and cake, favoring the injured
arm, but still thoroughly enjoying
couldn't be calling on anyone else i work for some time.
SUPPER
in the neat little household but the ! For many years now, she has her lunch.
Back in 1950, she threw a census
lady herself.
, made her home with the Ferraras,
ACORN GRANGE
In the interview it turned out living with them in Needham, taker into utter confusion. When
CI'SHING
that there is no record of her birth Mass.. Portland and the past five asked her age, she said she was
Wednesday,
June 30
back in St. Johns. Newfoundland, years in Owl's Head and Rockland. 18. The recorder cf statistics for
Serving fi to 7 P. M.
In those days ICO years ago, the I Mrs. Ferrara, now 60, is the only the Bureau of Census let that pass
midwives just ushered the new- child, but the c are seven grand- for the moment, thinking she was
Prices:
comers into the bleak Newfound- | (hildren and 16 great grandchild- humoring one who was approach
SI (Ml Adults - ( hildren 60c
land climate, (ongratulated the ! , en. Grandchildren include Mrs. ing senility.
A few moments
77-lt
parents and moved on to the next , James Pasquale of Billerica, later, she queried Mrs. Schumacher
home where the stork was sched- 1 Mass., Mrs. Henry Cav.aleria of again and was told she was 96.
Winthrop M i
•< hn r rrw i, That answer didn't take either and
Needham,
Mass..
Rocco Fer later the census faker looked up
SAM'S LUNCH
rara, Jr., Needham; Mrs. Ernest Mr. Ferrara in his shoe repair
RETURN BY REQUEST For
VNION, ME.
Hickey, Gloucester, Mass.. Mrs. shop at The Brook to check on the
Louis Murray of Bangor and Rob iittle old lady’s real age. Sure
OPENED FOR THE SEASON
REVIVAL
enough, the second age given was
ert Ferrara of Portland.
June 25
SERVICES
We mentioned a few paragraphs correct and the census taker left,
back that Mrs. Schumacher was perhaps with *he feeling that she
HAMBURGERS - HOT DOGS
f
far from an invalid despite her had been ribbed, not once but
FRIED CLAMS
! years. Not only is she bright, and twice.
Right now. Mrs. Schumather is
alert to the world around her, but
FRENCH FRIES
she makes her own bed. helps wash waiting for that census taker to
Betty
and Evelyn Bryer
jdishes and dresses herself. Getting come around in 1960 so she can
76-77
really
put
her
into
a
whirl.
in and out of thj ba*htub is a chore

Rev. T.

CTRJWD®
u
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MRS. MARY SCHUMACHER OF OWL'S CITIZENS RECREATION COMMITTEE
HEAD WILL BE 101 OCTOBER 9
SETTING UP CHICKAWAUKIE LAKE

Woman Killed In

sale we did not sell any 5 gal. cans
everybody bought single gals so we
got permission of
the MartinSenour paint company to get rid
of the 5 gal. can at this low price
which is only $3.68 per gal. We’ll
I sell it as long as the 5 gal cans
wc have on hand lasts. If a 5
gal. can is not enough for your
painting desires and 2-5’s are too
much for your painting desire we’ll
sell you 1-5 gal. can for 18 40 and
we’ll give you 2 or 3 single gals,
with the 5 gal. cans at $3.89 gal.
same price as we did last week.
But you have to remember you
must buy a 5 gal. can for 18.40 be
fore we’ll let you have 2 or 3 gals,
cn last weeks prices at $3.98 each
gal.
We’ll also accept mail orders
with a deposit same as last week.
We also have super Kem-Tone a
full line at all prices. Carr’s Want
To Remind You Again That They
Are The Dealers In This Locality
For The Famous Johnston’s Pro
ducts At Low Prices. Such as Car
nu auto polish, floor wax, in fact
the full line of Johnston’s pro
ducts. They also added fluorscent
bulbs and we give you one free.
Carrs Want To Remind You That
Their Wallpapers Arj 1954 patters,
it is a new business and they have
no old stock on nand whatsoever,
and are selling it as low as 19c
per roll, for quality and value it is
Carr’s Wallpaper Center, at 586

Tuesday
Issue

Tel. 1425

JS-T-tf 1
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Feature Story And Color Pictures Of Rockland’s
Lobster Festival In July Issue Of Ford Times

Ford dealers.

The writer, Robert Martin Hodesh, and the artist,
F. Wenderoth Saunders of Sheepscot, spent the three
days of the 1953 Festival in Rockland to record the
event for the readers of Ford Times. Through their
efforts, the story of the Festival will reach ail corners
of the nation when the July issue is distributed by mail
and through Ford dealers the latter part of this week.
In addition, the story is also included in the Ford
Motor Company’s travel booklet “New England Jour
neys” which has an extremely large circulation and is
a much sought after tourist guide.

NEWSPAPER HISTORY

THOMASTON IS PROPERLY PROUD

The huge boiling kettles, largest lobster cauldrons In the world,
attracted artist Saunders who recorded them in a brilliant watercolor
lor readers across the nation to view’.

“On thc first Saturday in August a band will come
booming along the streets of Rockland. Maine. The
girls with batons will be high-stepping it. There will
be bands from all over the state. A model locomotive
on rubber wheels, manned by a crew of busy clow’ns,
will come chuffing along. Thc crowds will be enormous.

Motorists passing through Thomaston are pleased with
the marked improvement resulting from the laying of a
modern black top on the road in the business center ol the
town.
The area had been very rough for years, disreputable
in appearance, and actually a hazard to every passing ve
hicle. The new piece of road adds immeasurably to the
appearance of the business section and, in the nature of
things will tend to produce a marked increase in business.
The only valid criticism of the new construction rests
in its size. It should have been extended further toward the
Creek. The old car tracks present a severe hazard in that
area, and with a new top on the roadway and those magni
ficent elms arching completely over the chief thorough
fare Thomaston's Main Street would be second to none in
the State as far as beauty is concerned, the stately old
homes on either side adding a last perfect touch.
They have to count pennies even in Thomaston—so—
other years are coming.

MORE DRAMATIC THAN FICTION

“This parade will be a high point in the annual
Maine Seafoods Festival. For a weekend—August 6, 7
and 8—homage will be paid to the most important
marine creature in the state: the lobster.
“When the final band has tooted by, the crowd
will surge after it, headed for the harbor where the
real business of the festival—eating—takes place.
Everybody gets into one of several long lines that con
verge on a tent inside of which is a toothsome, sixtyfoot assembly line. You push your tray through the
seafood cafeteria in blissful anticipation, taking on
some potato chips, a scoop of steamed clams, a morsel
of fish, and finally a boiled lobster.

The long serving lines, turning out delicious Ma’ne seafood dinners
likewise will be viewed by millions who may make plans this year, or
some year ahead, to attend the Festival.

The long arm of coincidence presents an ever appeal
ing element of human interest to such columns as this.
Saturday at thc Rogers-Lindquist nuptials, the grand
fathers of the principa’s, Albert C. McLoon of this City
on the Rogers side and Dr. A. D. L. Libby of East Orange.
N. J., of the Lindquist family, dropped into conversation
and it developed they should actually not be strangers at all.
Volunteering for service in the Spanish-American War,
Mr. McLoon joined Company H and was quartered at
Chickamauga. Billeted directly across the way lived Mr.
Libby who was a volunteer from Westbrook in Company
M. same battalion. When the remains of Major Ulmer
were brought to Rockland in 1898, in its military escort
and honor guard were these same two.
Now, over half a century later these men, distinguished
in life in wholly different fields, find their families made
one through the bonds of holy matrimony in the marriage
of Albert McLoon Rogers and Stephany Libby Lindquist.
Truth is often more romantic than fiction.

CHIEF THOMPSON TURNS THE TRICK

“And of course there are the natives. The marks
of a New Englander at lobster eating time are a tw’eed
coat (which is always useful in Maine even early in
August) and a finishing nail. The nail is the only tool
you need. It helps you get the meat out of a lobster’s
legs.

“The festival is now’ eight years old and has be
come well established as a part of Maine culture, even
though eight years isn’t much as they measure time
Down East. The first one in Maine w’as at Camden,
w’here it was held for one year. Rockland now’ has a
firm grip on it, with a festival board including members
of all the service clubs in the town and hundreds of
volunteer workers to turn it into Maine’s merriest
attack on malnutrition. In 1953 they served more than
21.000 lobsters.
“Each year the festival is accompanied by a goodly
amount of ritual. There is a bass-voiced Neptune who
presides over the festivities, which include much justi
fied oratory on the beauty of Maine in general and
lobsters in particular. There is a court of princesses
from each of the maritime counties of the state, and
part of the fun is to choose a queen to accompany Nep
tune back to the sea, where he goes as the festival ends.
A general harbor scene, looking toward the Public Landing and
the site of the Maine Seafoods Festival was the first article in the July
issue of Ford Times, taking the inside front cover and directing readers
to tho feature story starting in the center of the colorful publication.

Chief of Police Thompson is to be commended for the
promptness he exercised in clamping a ban on the increas
ing tendency of young fry on bicycles to flaunt all traffic
regulations, and ride regardless.
Pleas in this column for control and education of youth
ful bicycle riders in traffic rules and the earnest efforts of
the teachers in the City schools to educate their charges to
obey these rules, failed to produce all desired results, but
Chief Thompson's ultimatum. "Obey the rules and quit
riding double or lose your bikes.” seems to have produced
far better results than the other methods combined.
The youngsters have learned that the Chief is a patient
and long suffering man, having children of his own he knows
the ropes, but that when they overstep the bounds just so
far, the Chief gets his dander up and says "You obey the
rules—or else” and they know he will do exactly as he has
stated.
As a result a great improvement in the number of
young cyclists risking life and limb by erratic riding—
and an almost overnight disappearance of thc worst danger
of all—two kids on one bike.
Good work Chief—and now try your strength on the
children of an older generation, with no higher I. Q. cer
tainly. who constantly park their cars on the southern side
of School Street in spite of plainly marked "No Parking”
and a solid red painted curb. These offenders are repeaters, and we respectfully suggest a vigorous campaign
by the police each day and evening. Those who have been
tagged there in times past will be much happier to see these
habitual law breakers who flaunt the rules put in their
places.
With cars parked on the Southern side, School Street
becomes a very serious bottleneck to both pedestrians and
traffic. You would do all law-abiding motorists a great
favor by seeing to it that the 50 foot stretch on the South
Side of School Street be kept clear. Elm Street, with nearly
as much traffic and about as narrow, is almost always
easily passable because the red curb on the South side
means “No Parking” and that regulation is vigorously en
forced.

WELL DESERVED RECOGNITION
It is always a joy to us to record success and well de
served recognition when it comes to a friend or fellow
townsman. It is particularly a pleasure to note that Am
herst College has awarded James M. Brown, formerly of
Rockland in fact, and always of Rockland In his heart, an
honorary Master’s Degree.
In recognizing Mr. Brown’s achievements in thc field ot
museum development and In the realm of vital and vivid
education not confined to schools and colleges. President
Charles U. Cole of Amherst paid high tribute to Mr. Brown’s
success as director of Farnsworth Museum in this City and
of the Corning Glass Center In Corning, N. Y.

Ford Times
Overall scene of the Festival as shown by Mr. Saunders from a vantage point high nn the hanking in hack of the Maine
Fishermen's Memorial Pier. One cannot imagine the color in the Festlvall tents, booths and exhibits until they see the full
color reproductions of Mr. Saunders' watercolors in Ford Times.

The hitch-hiker who sticks up
his thumb for a ride often sticks

up the motorist v.-ho obliges.

A wonder is the man who has
Ambition causes some people to
what it takes to weather an at do something and be somebody,
tack of love and wisdom at the : and others aim to do somebody and
Tuesday
he something.
9 a. m. Farmer’s Home Adminis- same time.

Museum Activities

Habits are formed link by link tration.
7 p. m. Adult Art Class.
into a chain that's next to impos
Wednesday
sible to break—whether they're
9 a. m. Farmer's Home Adminis
good or bad is up to you.
tration

TOO LATE TO CLASSIFY

Thursday

7 p. m. Coa3t Guard Auxiliary.
7 p. m. Dairy Association

and BEVERAGE SERVER, glut

I-TRIP SERVICE

Just phone first for a loan ia
one trip. Employed men and women,
married or single, welcome. Write,
or come in to AucmoI today!
Loans $25 In $3500 on Signature, Furniture or Cur

FINANCF CO.

77*82

RIAL BLDG.

until

refrig.

TEL. 791-W.

ANO MEAT DRAWER.

a Fully Automatic Defrosting
a Buffo,

MOOIL CAf-tlS
Copocily: II.J u. f|,
WiOMl: 11 V,’

8

Cheoto Safe

O Coffee Motor keep, frocknow. dispense, a tablespoonful of coffee
• "Cool-Oto" Color Styling

HOUSE-SHERMAN, INC.
442-444 MAIN STREET

ROCKLAND, MAINE

YES MANager

For social ltema in The CourierOaaette, Phone 1044. City.
tt

twits • Loans also mode by moil

OPEN FRIDAYS UNTIL I P. M.

CLOSED SATURDAYS

The
St.
George
Torpedoes ' offense with three for five, all
strengthened their hold on second singles.
130012000— 7-11-3
place and kept right on the heels Warren
Thomaston—
of the league leading Thomaston
00037000 x—10-11-6
Clippers by winning a brilliant
D. Hart, Bryant (5), Miller (5),
pitchers duel from Waldoboro and H. Hart; Tweedie, Sawyer (6)
Townies 2-1 at St. George Sunday. and Hodgkins.
Hitters took a back seat as two
Roekets Playing .500
youthful twirlers, St. George's
The Rockland Rockets evened
Gary Hyvarinen and Waldoboro's their season's record at three wins
Louis Cook, hooked up in the best and three losses by overpowering
pitchers' battle of the young K-L the Camden Merchants 10-2 at
season.
Camden Sunday afternoon. John
Hyvarinen was tops of the two ny Dana and Al Manzo combined
in giving up but one run on six their pitching talents to hold the
hits with seven strikeouts while he Camden batts at bay.
was issuing no free passes. Cook's
Dana pitched the first four in
strength was in his ability to force nings and gave up two runs, along
the Torpedoe batters to hit straight with two of the four hit Camden
at his fielders coupled with the total. John whizzed a third strike
fact that he was given nearly per past eight of the Camden batters
fect support.
while walking three. Manzo struck
The irony in this game may be out four and walked two.
that the lone Waldoboro error let
Manzo’s bat was as hot as his
in what proved to be the winning pitching arm, and Al came through
run.
with three singles in three official
After three and one-half score- ; trips to the plate. Mick McGuire
less innings. St. George came' to had a triple and a single in five
bat in the last half of thc fourth times at bat for the Rockets.
inning, and Roger Smith and Don
Donis Wheaton led the Merch
Jacobson singled with one away. ants at the plate, garnering in half
A ground ball by Hyvarinen forced of the Camden hit total in four
Smith and left runners on first and appearances at the plate.
second.
Johnny Crabtree, Camden cenWalt Drinkwater singled the first terfielder, pulled the fielding gem
; run home and while Hiding Sea- of the game in the seventh inning,
j strom was reaching on an error, a play which might be considered
j Hyvarinen scampered across the "a la Piersall”. John made a
j plate with the second big run of spectacular over-the-shoulder catcl
the inning.
going away from the plate on a
The lone run score off Hyvarinen long poke off the bat of Dave
came in the sixth inning on a four Deshon.
base clout by Charles "Chuck” 1 Rockland 31121010 1-10-11-'
Begley.
Camden 020000000-3-4-4'
While the Torpedoes are prepar
Dana, Manzo (4) and Brackett,
ing for their tiit with Camden set Turner (8); Jenkins and P. Davis.
for tonight, most fans are looking
TWILIGHT LEAGUE STANDING
ahead towards the coming struggle
W.
L.
which pits Thomaston against St. ;
10
1
j George. This action takes place Thomaston
St. George
6
3
I on Friday of this week and is the
Waldoboro
6
8
I most crucial game of the yet
Rockland
3
8
j young season.
Camden
1
8
I Waldoboro 00000100 0—1-6-1 I
0
7
{ St. George 00020000 x—2-7-2 Warren
Games This Week

Cook and Hanna; Hyvarinen and
Stone.

Clippers Take Third From Tigers

Thc league leading Thomaston
Clippers of the Knox-Lincoln Twi1 light League won their third game
J in eight days from the Warren

i Tigers, winning this one 10-7 in a
game played at Thomaston Sunday
j afternoon. The win was the Clip
pers’ tenth in league competition.
Trailing 5-3. Thomaston explod
ed, for seven big runs and the ball
game in the bottom half of the
fifth inning. Six hits, two bases
on balls, and one error resulted in
the seven runs. Dennis Sawyer,
who led the Thomaston hitters,
with three for five, got two hits
in this inning, a triple and a single.
Sawyer also took over the mound
duties for Bob Tweedie in the sixth
inning after Warren had scored
two runs and still had two base
runners on with two out. Dennis
came in and got thc third out on
a strikeout and permitted no fur
ther scoring. In the three and onethird innings Sawyer pitched, he
gave up one hit while striking out
six and walking none.
Roger Bryant led the Warren

Tonight

St. George at Camden
Wednesday
Waldoboro at Rockland
Thursday

Camden at Warren
Friday
Thomaston at St. George
PONY LEAGUE STANDING

W.
Rockport
Camden
Waldoboro
j Rockland
Wiscasset
Games This Week
Tonight

Wiscasset at Rockport
Wednesday
Camden at Wiscasset
Thursday

Rockland at Waldoboro
Friday

Rockport at Rockland
ROCKLAND IJTTLE LEAGUE
STANDING

4

L.
1
4

8

4

W.

8

Odd Fellows
Rotary
Lions

(Continued on Page Five)

Yajfth BoStting

A,

ftetty InOneOfOur

TOP-VALUE
SPECIALS
'53 Mercury Sedan

'53 Plymouth Sedan

'52 DeSoto Sedan

'S3 Chevrolet Carryall

'51 Willys Stationwagon '51
'51
'51 Chevrolet Sedan
'50
'50 Chev. Convertible
'50
'50 Oldsmobile Coupe '50
'49
'50 Plymouth Coupe
'49
'49 DeSoto Sedan
'49 Plymouth Sedan
'47
'49 Dodge Sedan
'47
'47
'54
'49
'49
'40
'37

Plymouth Sedan

Plymouth Coupe
Ford Sedan
Buick Tudor
Nash Tudor
Chevrolet Tudor
Willys Stationwagon
Plymouth Sedan
Ford Tudor
Plymouth Coupe
Dodge Pick-up
Dodge Pick-up
Ford Stationwagon
Oldsmobile Coupe
Chevrolet Sedan

Miller’s Garage, Inc.
72-TATh-90
DESOTO-Sales-Service
—PLYMOUTH

Serving The Public Over 30 Years

FI., ROCKLAND

Septembe r,

77-79

ROLL-OUT CRISRER,

"SERVICE AFTER THE SALE"

77*lt

AVAILABLE

ROLL-OUT SHELVES,

► Get a cash Ioan quickly on the
friendly basis that made ftswmif
the choice of over one million
persons last year.

HAVE your
Detter washable
Dresses carefully laundered and
ironed.
For
information
Tel.
1415-J. MRS NEIL RUSSELL.

one-room furnished Apt. to let, on
trst floor.
Elec,
range
and

oxclutlvo

DEER DOOR DESIGN

•for seasonal expenses
•to pay up oM Mils

Friday

NOTICE

After this date. I Harold R
Cushman, will not be responsible
for any bills other than those con
tracted by myself. HAROLD R
CUSHMAN.
Pleasant Gardens,
Rockland. Me. June 29. 1954.

with

CLIPPERS, ROCKPORT PONY, I.O.O.F.,

ROCKPORT L L. LEAD LEAGUES

Three Times * Week
Editor John M. Richardson

EDITORIAL

Copies of Ford Times may be obtained at the
Waldoboro Garage on New County Road between Rock
land and Thomaston and at the Waldoboro plant of
the firm as well. Also, copies of New England Jour
neys may be obtained from the same sources.
“ROCKLAND’S LOBSTER FESTIVAL
by Robert Martin Hodesh
paintings by F. Wenderoth Saunders

“You couldn’t find a bevy of prettier mermaids
anywhere, but when all is said and done the most hon
ored creature at the festival is not a young lady but
Homarus americanus, the lobster, to the eye a very
homely thing, to the palate a very beautiful one.”

THE COURIER-GAZETTE

The Rockland Oazette was established ln 1846. In 1874
The Courier was established and consolidated with the
Oazette in 1883. The Free Press was established In 1855, and
ln 1891 changed its name to the Tribune. These papers
consolidated March 17, 1897.
Subscriptions 8S. per year, payable ln advance. Single
copies 5c. Circulation 6135.

The following article and accompanying pictures
are reprinted through the courtesy of William D. Ken
nedy, editor in chief of The Ford Times, national pub
lication of The Ford Motor Company, with over a one
million circulation; and the Waldoboro Garage, local

“The guests are practically a coast-to-coast
sampling. There are enough ten-gallon hats to remind
you of Phoenix. Some visitors’ voices have the hailfellow rasp of the western plains, others are pure
honeysuckle from Louisiana. One year the heady odor
of lobsters from the huge boilers on Rockland’s wharf
wafted across the bow’ of a warship far offshore. Pres
ently, the ship dropped anchor and the crew’, with
dreamy-eyed expectancy, took to the launches and
joined in the frolic.

Tuesday-Thursday-Saturday

Courier-Gazette Want Ads Work Wonders

75-31 Rankin Street

Rockland, Mains

T uesday-Thursday-Saturday

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Tuesday, June 29, 1954

The Birds Eye trawler Surf ar
rived in port at 8.30 a. m. Monday
TALK OF THE TOWN
with a fare of 135,000 pounds. The
Drift is due today with a reported
300,000 and the Tide and Storm
Rockland police reported Mon the latter part of the week with
Coming Events
day that thieves had broken into fuil loads.
(Social and community events the Rockland Country Club build
are solicited for this calendar. All ing Sunday night and stolen be
Mrs. Margaret Ford has been
are (ree and space here canaot be tween $15 and $18 in pennies as
selected as a delegate to represent
purchased.
Strictly
commercial
affairs, sales, suppers, dances, can well as some candy and cigar the Knox County Teachers’ Asso
not be accepted. The decision of ettes. The thieves had entered the ciation at the 92d annual conven
the editor is final.]
building through a window. The tion of the National Education As
I broken window and the loss of the sociation scheduled to be held in
July 4—Independence Day.
July 6-Aug. 13 —Summer Study money was discovered by the care Madison
Square Garden, New
Session, University of Maine, taker Tom Long when he came to
York
City,
June 27 to July 2. She
Orono.
work on Monday morning, who re has also been selected to rep
July 9-10—Maine Broiler Day Fes
ported the break to police later resent the State Department of
tival, Belfast.
July 17—Shakespeare Society pic in the day.
Classroom Teachers at this con
nic at the Ladd cottage, Lake
vention.
Mrs. Ford lives on
Megunticook
An Eastport couple were injured,
July 14 — Lady Knox Chapter one seriously, when their car lef» Thatcher street in Thomaston and
teaches the seventh and eighth
D.A.R. picnic at Clara Thurston
the road on Route 1 in North por* grades at the Knowlton Street
cottage, Megunticook Lake.
July 21—Annual Fair, Ladies St. Monday morning. Seriously in School in Camden.
James Catholic Church, Thom jured was Mrs. Elsie McGraw whe
aston.
is on the danger list at the Waldo
Rockland firemen were called
July 26 — Observance of Gen. County General Hospital in Bellas*
Henry Knox Birthday at Mont Her husband Leonard McGraw re Friday afternoon, shortly alter
3 o’clock, to extinguish a chimney
pelier at 10.30 a. m.
July 28—St. Thomas Episcopal ceived a broken rib and broken fire at the home of Mrs. Amelia
Church Bazaar at Camden Yacht wrist and is also in the hospital Wehvilainen,
26
North
Main
Club
McGraw reported to State Trooper street.
No
damage to the
August 6, 7, 8—Maine Lobster and Henry Roper, who investigated the
Seafoods Festival at Rockland. crash, that he turned off the road property was reported.
Aug. 17 — Garden Club Flower
Show at the Box Nurses’ Home. to avoid a head-on collision with
Rockland firemen were called to
a car which was passing another. 258 Main street about 9 o’clock
Aug. 24-28—Union Fair.
Oct. 15-17 — State Convention of
Friday morning for a flooded oil
Gideons International at Rock
Mrs. Anne Billings of Thomaston burner fire.
No damage was
land.
was elected president of the Maine caused to the property owned hy
.The many friends of John F. Dental Assistants Association at Michael Geiger.
Heald, Jr., of 13 Camden street, the convention of the Maine Dental
The Port O’ Rockland Junior
this city, do not need to be told Association at the Samoset Hotel
that he is not the John F. Heaid Friday and Saturday. Also gain Drum and Bugle Corps won the
whose name appears in a posting ing state office was Mrs. Golden Legion convention Class B cham
notice in this newspaper. The Munro, who is thc association’s pionship for Legion sponsored
Mrs. Elizabeth corps at Lewiston Sunday. The
Camden street John F. Heald, Jr., new secretary.
Sawyer
of
Camden
was named as Rockland unit appeared under the
is employed by the First National
Stores; is happily married, has a president-elect and will take of sponsorship of the War Memorial
Post of Camden.
fine new baby and is highly fice next year.

thought of all over the city as a
Rhama Philbrick has started re
happy family man. This item is
printed to save the John F. Heald, moving the roof and third story of
Jr. of 13 Camden street, Rockland, the block at the junction of Main
and Park streets. Workmen were
any further embarrassment.
on the job Sunday.

Robert Norton of Union was
elected sous grande guarde de la
porte of the Grand Voiture of
Maine 40 & 8 at the Department
of Maine Legion convention at
Lewiston over the weekend. The
Delegates from Winslow-Hol Legionnaires, who were Rockland’s
brook-Merritt Post America Le guests a year ago, chose Augusta
gion at the Lewiston convention of for the site of the 1955 convention.
the Legion over the weekend in
cluded Commander Ervin L. Cur
tis, Frank McDonnell, John Breen,
- AUCTION Every Wednesday Night at the
Joseph McGinley, Austin Brewer
“AUCTION HOUSE”
and Allen Gordon.
In Belmont on Route 3 — 7 P. M.
Richard C. Robarts and Roland S. C. English, Auction-Sales Mgr.
Belfast, Maine
G. Ware, both of Rockland, and
77-T-tf
members of the classes of '55 and
'54 respectively at Bowdoin Col
lege, were listed as straight A
students in the spring semester.
Twenty one students at the Bruns
wick institution were listed as
all A students with Robarts and
Ware being tw oof the four Maine
residents on the Deans list.

Saturday morning, Alfred Piourd,
Krank Kaler, Gilbert Barker,
Willard Estabrook and Carl Stil
phen of the Rockland Lodge of
Elks will leave hy plane for Los
Angeles where they will attend
the national Elks convention.

Almon Cooper, director of the
membership drive conducted last
week for Knox Community Con
cert Association, reports that the
drive went over the top. One of
the features expected to be pre
sented the coming concert season
is the Vienna Chorus.

The plant of Dragon Cement
Company rontiues to be idle, and
its 250 workers with it. Appar
ently there is no prospect of an
immediate settlement of the strike
ordered by the United Cement,
Lime and Gypsum Workers Inter
national three weeks ago. The
shutdown at the plant has brought
to a halt countless construction
projects throughout New England,
both civilian and government.

1
j

J
The adult art class of the Farns
worth Museum, directed by Mrs. ,
Flora Cullen, will meet at the
Camden Yacht Club at 6.30 this
evening if the weather is fair;
i
otherwise, at the museum.

Mr. and Mrs. Maurice Nute of
Willow street have purchased the
Norman Stinson property at Owl's
Head village.

The Boothbay Playhouse opened
its doors for the season on June
29. Since the policy of presenting
outstanding community theatre
groups from all over New England
.vas so successful last season producer Sherwood Keith will follow
thc plan again this year. The
Greenroom Dramatic Society of
Malden, Mass, will play “Conversation Piece" Tuesday through
Saturday with a matinee on Thurs
day, and will be followed by the
Augusta Players with ‘‘Hasty
Heart.”

IN MEMORIAM

Established 1830

In loving memory of Agnes K.
Shephard, who passed away June
29, 1946.
Husband, Son and Daughter.
Rockland, June 29, 1954.
77-lt
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When You Get
Out with the Fam

ily Be Sure You're

Dressed Right

Maybe you're not anxious to
go out on that picnic with
the family for some reason.

That reason might be that
you ore not dressed properly.

Just close your eyes and
imagine how comfortable
you'd be in a pair of our
slacks, a T-shirt, and all the
room you need to move
around and bend down in
comfortably.

CUSTOM NOTE: Twin-Turbine Dynaflow ond Safety Power Steering
are standard equipment on every Buiek RoADMASTfN at no extra cost.

Il makes you feel like Ike

A/e'll be glad to "comfort"
you when you drop in today.
Cotton Slacks
$3.50
tayon & Orion Slacks, $8.95

T-Shirts
$1.50, $2.95
/an Heusen Sport Shirts
Short sleeve $2.95, $3.95
Long sleeve $3.95, $4.95

Jantzen Swim Trunks
$3.95, $4.95, $5.95
Ladies' Jantzens
$8.95 to $15.95

Walking Shorts, $3.95, $4.95
Tennis Shorts

Beautiful Flowers

lie LIMEROCK STREET
ROCKLAND, MAINE
13-tf^

77,11

i

story teller, mammal, trees, wild

$3.95

AMBULANCE SERVICE
TEL 390

flower,
garden
flower, good
grooming, design, pottery; Doro AUNT THANKFUL HARRIS FETED ON
CAMDEN
And Brownies Hold thy Ulmer, home gardener, sew OCCASION OF HER 96th BIRTHDAY
ing, folk" dancer, housekeeper, I
MRS. KENNETH HERRICK
cook, mammal, game, clerk,
Court of Award
Correspondent
Telephone 2197
handywoman, pottery; Virginia
The Court of Awards of the Ulmer, dairying, beekeeper, home
Rockport Girl Scouts and Brownie gardener, farming, handywoman,
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Smith of
Scouts »vas held last week at the ' mammal, game, home nurse, de
Providence, R. I., were weekend
Rockport Baptist Church, un- ! sign, pottery; Judy Young, mam
cue3ts of his brother and sister-inder the direction of Mrs. Lillian mal, folk dancer, home nurse,
law,
Mr. and Mrs. Murray Smith.
Simonton, Mrs. Marjorie Hanna, good
grooming,
drawing and
The Ladies Circle of the CongreMrs. Marian Cash, Mrs. Virginia painting, pottery; Nancy Young,
I gational Church will meet at the
Congdon
and
Mrs.
Mildred mammal, wild plant, sewing;
I Parish House on Wadnesday, at 10
Roberts, leaders of the Girl Scouts Florence
Frye;
housekeeper,
a. m.
and Brownies.
handywoman,
clerk,
mammal,
The annual meeting of the Ceme
Miss Helen Leland, president of junior citizen, my community;
tery Association will be held at the
the Girl Scout Troop, presided Jean Frye, design, games, pot
Town Office, Wednesday evening,
during the evening, assisted by tery; Susan Goodridge, sewing,
at 7.30 p. m. Following this meet
mammal; Judy Gray, housekeep
Mrs. Arlene Small as pianist.
ing the Board of Trustees of the
The audience was welcomed by er, sewing, cook, needlecraft;
Mountain View Cemetery will meet.
Mrs. Lillian Simonton. Awards to Greta Norbeck, dancing, house
the Brownies were presented by keeper. folk dancer, good groom
The WSCS will meet at the
their leader, Mrs. Virginia Cong- ing; Debbie Hanna, sewing, de
Methodist Churcn vestry, Wednes
don. Receiving their second year sign; Norma Heath, needlecraft,
day afternoon at 2.30 p. m.
pendant were: Beverly Congdon, wild flower, sewing; Helen Leland,
There will be a square dance at
Dorothy Dow, Judy Gray, Ellen design, games, folk dancer; San
the Snow Bowl Lodge every Thurs
McPheters, and Linda Whitney. dra Morton, cook, folk dancer,
day beginning July 1st, and every
games,
pottery;
Those receiving their Brownie ; housekeeper,
Tuesday beginning July 6, for child
pins and one year pendant were:, Joan Morton, pottery; Geraldine
ren under 15 years of age. Nor
Brenda Norton, Leona Kennedy, Pound, folk dancer, game, house
wood Beveridge will be the caller.
pottery.
First class
Linda Dennison, Vickie Pendleton keeper,
On Wednesday, July 7, the WomKristin Larsen, Sharon Roberts, badges were presented to Marieta
1 en’s Fellowship of the First Con
Carol Goodridge, Susan Hanna, Erickson and Virginia Ulmer.
gregational Church will sponsor a
Brenda Norton, Leona Kennedy, Membership stars were presented
Strawberry Festival on the church
and those receiving their Brownie each Girl Scout. Five year pins
lawn. Serving hours will be 5.00
pins were Joy Rhodes and Sue were presented to the following
Photo by Keney to 8.00 p. m. Strawberry shortgirls: Susan Goodridge, Greta I
Blaisdell.
“Aunt Thankful” Harris of Martinsville receives congratulations j cake an(j variety of other strawa
.
The Brownie “Fly Up’’ cere- j Norbeck, Judy Young, Marieta ' on her 96th birthday from her great, great grandniece Patricia I Marine ,
Noye..
In her hand la her letter of congratulation. from Governor berry d(!licac‘« will be featured.
mony was conducted by Florence Erickson, Dorothy Ulmer, Ruth
Ann Erickson, Nancy Young, Linda Burton Cross. Patricia, the youngest guest al the parly, is the daughWord has been received that
Frye as Brown Owl assisted by,
Cpl. Victor Richards has arrived
Spear,
Debbie ter of Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Noyes of West Bath.
Virginia Ulmer; Judy Young as Ames, Linda
On Monday afternoon thc com has visited with friends and rela- in Greenland where he will be staPatrol Leader; Marieta Erickson i Hanna. Jerry Pound, Sandra Mor
as Captain assisted by Dorothy ton, Joan Morton, Helen Leland munity of Martinsville again tives during thc severe part of thc ,'one<1 for tbe next year. He would
winter in recent years.
I like to hear from all his friends.
U’.mer. Brownies that “flew up” , and Virginia Ulmer.
staged a big birthday celebration
Following is his address, Cpl. Vic
First
Class
Scouting,
badge
Her
party,
which
was
arranged
to be Girl Scouts and received
for its oldest citizen, Mrs. Thank
tor
Richards, R. A. 112 60 073 Det.
by a committee from the Ridge
their wings and Scout pins were: work and Scout activities were
ful B. Harris. Thc party, which Church Circle, was complete with j No. 5 373 TCP-C, APO. 858 % P. M,
Pamela Cripps, Betty Leland. explained by the following: Mari
New York, N. Y.
Geraldine Morton, Sandra Up eta Erickson. Florence Frye, Vir was held at the residence of Mr. cake and gifts and was highlight
ham, Priscilla Johnstone, and ginia Ulmer, Ruth Ann Erickson, and Mrs. John Holmes, marked ed by the receipt of a letter from I
Dorothy Ulmer, Kathy Hawkins. the 96th birthday anniversary for Governor Burton Cross congratu ROCKPORT
Patricia Simonton.
A meeting of the Wesleyan GuHd
Troop Crest, numerals, identifi Joyce Farmer, and Linda Jane Mrs. Harris who is better known lating her on her 96th birthday.
Aunt Thankful was born in what . will be held Wednesday at the home
cation and emblems and Second Barrows.
to
her
friends
and
neighbors
as
is now the Glenmere section of St. j of Miss Marion Upham with Miss
The Girl Scout chosen as the
Class badge were presented to
George on June 28, 1858. The \ Upham, Mrs. Alice Welt and Mrs.
“Aunt Thankful.”
the following girls by Mrs. Lillian most deserving to go to the Girl
Friends came, not only from i section was then known as Turkey j Blanch Wentworth as hostesses.
Simonton, Arleigh Berry, Edna Scout Camp was Dorothy Ulmer,
____________
Dow, Shirley Marshall, Sandra daughter of Mr. and Mrs. War Martinsville, but from far and and the name is preserved today ,
Advertise in The Courler-G*Mtte
Rytky, Arlene Watts, Judy John ren Ulmer of Simonton's Corner. near, to wish a happy birthday to in the name or Turkey Cove.
An award was presented to Ar- this remarkable neighbor, who at
son, Carol Dennison, Linda Barrows, Joyce Farmer, Barbara leigh Berry, daughter of Mr. and 96, lives alone in the house, to
Smith and Katherine Hawkins. Mrs. Robert Berry, for selling thc which she came as a bride at the
age of 18. Her husband Captain
GENERAL ACCOUNTING SERVICE
Martha Salminen received the most Girl Scout cookies.
An exhibit of the work accom- Edward Harris has been dead for
Troop Crest and identification.
published by the Scouts during the many years, but Mrs. Harris con
Proficiency badges were pre
year was on display.
tinues to live alone, although she
Available To All Types of Business
sented to the following Scouts by
Mrs. Marjorie Hanna: Linda Jane
Barrows, cook; Kathy Hawkins,
With Work Being Done Either At My Office
pottery; Joyce Farmer, bird; •
REVIVAL MEETINGS
•
Barbara Smith, cook; Linda Ames.
Or In the Client's Office.
JUNE 27 THROUGH JULY 4th
♦
i wild plant, garden flower, sewing
WITH EVANGELISTS REV. JOHN PRICE AND HIS WIFE
♦
rock and mineral, housekeeper,
Graduate of the Wharton School of Accounting
I mammal, cook, cyclist, bird, potA Converted Night Club Singer, Both Singing and Preaching
9
At the
♦
. tery; Ruth Ann Erickson, farmer,
of the University of Pennsylvania.
I wild flower, good grooming, pot
United Pentecostal Church
♦
tery, sewing, folk dancer, house
'
58 SOUTH MAIN STREET
♦
keeper. mammal, cook; Margaret
MRS. SOPHIA P. HARVEY
’
Services
Nightly
7.30,
Except
Monday.
Sunday
Afternoon,
2.30
J
Dietz, cook, housekeeper, mam
EVERYBODY WELCOME
7
mal; Marieta Erickson, dairying, .
72 THOMASTON STREET
ROCKLAND, MAINE
.
homemaker, folk dancer, farmer, . Come enjoy good music, lively singing and inspiring preaching

Rockport Girl Scouts

BORN

Trior—At Knox Hospital, June
27, to Mr. and Mrs. Clyson Prior
of St. George, a son.
Lewis—At Knox Hospital, June
26. to Mr. ar.d Mrs. Robert Lewis,
Camden Hills Theatre tickets a daughter.
Gould—At Knox Hospital, June
(season) on sale at the following
places: Gilbert’s Beauty Salon, 26, to Mr. and Mrs. William
j Gould of Waldoboro, a daughter—
Almon Cooper (Bald Mountain
Cynthia Ann.
Co.) Giffords Music Store, WRKD
and Daniels' Jewelry Store.
MARRIED
Warren-Martin—At Vinalhaven,
_____________________
75*77
June 22, Harold George Warren
of Bar Harbor and Harriet May
RICHARDS RADIO TELEVISION Martin of Vinalhaven—by Rev.
Floyd Young.
Sales and Service
Mclntyre-Cavarsaa — At Rock
All Work and Parts Guaranteed
land, June 26, William Joseph Me
Intyre of Staten Island, N. Y. and
THOMASTON
125 MAIN ST.
TEL. 151 Miss Christine Anne Cavarsan of
129-T&Th-tl Rockland—by Rev. George Goud
reau.
Rogers-Lindquist—At Rockland,
June 26, Albert McLoon Rogers
PUBLIC PARTY
and Miss Stephany Libby Lind
quist, both of Rockland—by Rev.
EVERY FRIDAY
Maldwyn V. Parry.
At 7.30 P. M.
Dunbar-Hildebrandt—At Friend
TOWER ROOM
COMMUNITY BUILDING
ship. June 25, Harold C. Dunbar
Auspices Knights of Columbus
of St. Petersburg, Fla., and Mrs.
47-TATh-tf Beulah Hildebrandt of Florida and
Friendship.—by Rev. Dr. Arthur
P. Pratt.

BURPEE
Funeral Home

Fop

•xprett beauti
ful thought*.

u*

must know, of course, that
a fine car is more than merely
means of fine travel.
ou

Y
a

It is, as the psychologists tell us, an
extension of a man’s own personality.
It reflects what you feel, what you
like, what you are.

From its size and its breadth and the
magnificent modernity of its styling,
you know it is a car of custom stature
— and so does the watching world.
The wondrous windshield is a pride
in itself. Vou don’t just see the view
—you command it.

So we ask you to take the wheel of
a Buiek Roadmaster like the one
shown here—for it is, we have found,
the automobile chosen more and
more by those who are definitely
moving ahead in the world.

You will find it, too, a car of luxuri

Tou will find it a car that fairly

And you know it—in the silken whip
of Twin-Turbine Dynaflow, the

ous obedience.

breathes success.

From the moment you ease your foot
down on the pedal, you take imme
diate mastery of the road and of
distance.

you are
might of Buick's greatest horse
power, the magic cushioning of coil
springs on all four wheels, the exhil
arating ease of Buiek Safety Power
Steering at your hand.

But with all this, you buy with pru
dence when you buy a Roadmaster.
For—though it is, and looks, custom
production — it sells for the lowest
price-pcr-pound in the fine-car field.
And so wise an investment makes
you feel even more like the man
you are.
Drop in, or phone us this week, and
we'll gladly arrange a demonstration.

ni-y
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BUICK SALES ARE SOARING!

(i,i
DflVisFuNFBfliHnMts

ROC Ktqsn
m ir(

RUSSELL

Cloned Wednesday at 12.30 P. M.

Funeral Home

77-lt

Latest figures for the first four months of 1954
show Buiek now outselling every other ear in

America except two of the so-called "low-price
three." Better look into Buiek if you want the

beauty and the buy of the year.

Roadmaster
Custom Built by HUICK

CARL M. STILPHEN

LADY ASSISTANT
M HOUR AMBULANCE
SERVICE

-WHEN BETTEB AUTOMOBILES ARE BUILT BUICK WIU BUILO THEMCALL
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Smith, Jr., and Rev. Curtis Cady left 'Thursday to pass weekend
bar examination; 168 attended
Busby.
Children in the group with relatives in Rhode Island WILL LUFKIN TELLS OF PAST
meeting in Glen Cove School House.
USE OUR CLASSIFIED ADS
WARREN
were, Dana Smith, 3d, Cynthig and Connecticut.
Aug. 9: Biggest time ever tn Rock
SIXTY-SEVEN YEARS AS HE
ALENA L STARRETT
Spear, Judith Weston, Billy JohnMrs. Evelyn Bryer leaves June
INEXPENSIVE - EFFECTIVE
land; Old Home week and the
Correspondent
stpn, Rebecca Berce, Sandra 27 as District Advisor ot region
OBSERVED THEM FROM PINE HILL
launching of a six-master at Cam
FOR SEILING, BUYING, RENTING SERVICES
Tel. CRestw’d 3-2491
Mank, Janet Kinney, Louise Lord, B, F.H.A. to attend the National
den. On Dec. 8. It was 13 below.
HERE'S HOW LITTLE IT COSTS
Nancy Starrett, and Judy Dilla F. H. A. at University of New
By Elmer Barde
Advertisements In this column not to exceed three lines Inserted
1981
Hampshire, Durham, N. H. She
•nee (or 50 cents, three times, one dollar. Additional lines Id
A group of 82 children from way.
“These notes and comments have
Glen Cove post office began busi
March
5:
Rebecca Palmer
cents each (or each line, half price each additional time used.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Edgar
Lemke
will
be
accompanied
by
four
State
St. Bernard’s Church, Rockland,
mostly to do with family affairs. ness. Albion fngrnham P. M.
launched. May 7: R. Fred Crie’a
Fire small words to s Une.
picnicked
Thursday at the Reino and son Billy are passing the delegates from Jonesport, North My diaries date back to 1887.
Special Notice! AU “blind ads’* se called. I. e, advertisements
Sept. 30. Ordination and baptism store received order from Crie
summer in Lisbon.
east Harbor, Southwest Harbor
Erkkila shore. North Pond.
which require the answers to be sent to The Courier-Gaxette
Sunday school was held in the at Rockville.
haven by pigeongram. June 9:
and
Lincolnville.
Honored Goest
office for handling. cost 25 cents additional.
The group of ten young people
Glen Cove school house, now the
First closer ear ran.
Man killed at Glen Cove while
A name should appear on all classified ads to secure best results.
Rev. Jesse Kenderdine, local
Mrs. George Beers of Cranberry
from the Congregatioinal Church,
home of Cap). Olav Thorvaldsen.
Frank Ingraham and Clifton Luf unloading coal. June 20: Charles
Those with phone or street number only are not advised.
pastor
of
the
Methodist
Church,
Lake.
N.
J.
was
honor
guest
at
a
who passed a week at Camp
Huse Tolman of Rockville was the kin first from Glen Cove to attend Sylvester and Benjamin Hall grad
ALL CLASSIFIEDS—CASH
Akita-Mowano, at Winthrop re surprise birthday party Thursday underwent surgery at the Deacon Sunday School superintendent. Jan. Rockport High School.
Ne classified ads will be accepted without the cash and no book
Town uated from Rockport High. Sep
turned home Friday. Transporta night at the home of her parents. ess Hospital, Boston. His friends 1, 1888 and Rena Tolman was the voted to pay five cents a day for
keeping will be maintained for these sda
tember 6: President McKinley shot
may
send
mail
to
the
following
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Willis
R.
Moody,
ALL MI ST BE PAID FOR
tion home to this town was fur
teacher in the day school.
transportation.
at Buffalo.
Deaconess
Hospital,
as received except from firms or Individuals maintaining regular
nished by Dr. Judson Lord, Dana Sr., with whom she and her hus address:
I was a bookkeeper for R. Fred
Man electrocuted at Rockport.
accounts with The Courler-Gaaette. Count the Words—Five Is a
1902
band and family are visiting for a Room 405, Palmer Building, Bos
Crie and H. H. Crie and Co., for
1893
Records missing.
week. Present were Mr. and Mrs. ton, Mass. Sunday services at
a
number
of
years,
and
went
to
Rockland harbor frozen over.
TO LET
Alford Wiley, Mr. and Mrs. Ben 10.45 a. m. will be conducted by a
1903
the Rockland Commercial College,
Big fly wheel nt powerhouse,
TWO Room, unfurn., priv. bath jamin Perry, Mr. and Mrs. Merrill substitute.
Mar. 23: Town ol Rockport voted
before
taking
up
farming
at
the
weighs
40
tons,
installed.
FOR
SALE
FOR SALE
Union Lions Club will hold their
Apt. to let. spotless, ref., stove, Payson and family, Mr. and Mrs.
unanimous for slant writing. May
Rockport was electrically lighted
heater, cabinet sink, best loc., Irven Gammon and son. Alton. meeting Monday, June 28. at Pio place where Kent Stanley lives.
FULL Dress Suit for sale; tails,
16: Grange moving to Oak Hill
SECOND-Hand
Lumber
and
mod., hot water; 87 N. MAIN Mrs. Willis Moody, Jr., Mr. and neer Grange Hall, at which time The registered name of the place Frieght car and snow plow arrived
Clapboards for sale: 22 Crescent 2 vests, cost $125, sell $15. Cuta ST., 2d floor.
Grove; 26, office call to doctor, 25c
77*79
was
Pleasant
View
Farm,
and
for
R.
T.
4
C.
R.
R.
way coat, striped trousers, size
St. CHARLES ROBISHAW.
Mrs. Guy Stimpson, and Mrs. Ladies' Night will be observed,
House cleaner gets one dollar
FULLY
equipped
four-room
Glen Cove Strawberry Nurseries.
Rockport News started publica
76*78 { 34-36, like new; 87 N. MAIN ST.,
Alma Jameson, all of Warren, ard installation of new officers
and ear fare for 12 hour day. Aug.
Cottage
to
let
at
Norton
’
s
Pond,
For
about
19
years
I
was
superin

2d floor.
77*79
tion.
with District Representative Ger
HOUSE Lot in Thomaston for
Lincolnville. Available up to July and Mrs. Norman Benner and son
19: Lots of warships anchored out
Thousands at Oakland Park for
SLABWOOD for sale, long 2- 17 and Irom Aug. 14 on. Tel. 2232 Edwin of Waldoboro. Thc birth ald Grant ot Rockland as install tendent of the Robert Law property
sale. CALL Thomaston 77-21 after
side of Glen Covi.
at
Roxmont.
”
Decoration
Day.
ing
officer.
6 p. m.
76*78 cord load. $10; also sawed stove Camden. HORACE UPHAM.
day cake was made by Mrs. Al
1904
lengths, delivered by foot or cord
School meeting held in March
77-79 ford Wiley.
Two attempts to burn Farwell
Roy Miller of Albany, N. Y., is
ROUND Iron Tank for sale, for j TEL. 1318.
77*79
Cold start of year, 17 and 18 be
each year. Teachers boarded with Opera House at graduation.
TWO and three-room Apts, to
passing his vacation in town.
oil or gas storage. Capacity 300
EXCELLENT
second - hand let. Furnished and unfurn.; 117
gallons. MRS. E. P. WARNER.
Big time at Oakland Park. Over low. Bay frozen over. Counted 40
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Matthews lowest bidder. $1.75-$1 80 a week.
77*79
Vinalhaven. Tel. 47-12.
76-78 Clothing for sale and many other Park St. TEL. 1024
Houses built in 1888-89. Hall, 160 on one car, all celebrating men walking on Rockland harbor.
attended
the Warren Alumni
items. UPTON’S THRIFT SHOP.
AT 30 High street, modern UNION
Steamer Vinalhaven 3ank at wharf.
Mary Rhodes and Ed Orbeton; July 4th.
Thursday evening.
A CENTER-Bnard Sail or Out 39 Union St., Camden.
77*79
heated Apts, to let, 1-3 rm. unfurn.
Sunken vessel at Glen Cove dock
board Boat for sale, deck in, ma
and
within
two
or
three
years
John
MRS
FLORENCE
CALDERWOOD
Land
options
bought
by
syndi

ONE 4 to 5 room Circulating Apt., 1-2 rm. furn. both with bath,
rine-ply and oak hull and frame, , Heater for sale.
Correspondent
raised. On July 15 Rural Free De
Barrett and Artemus Young.
MRS, D. F. elec, stove, refrig., cont. hot
cate for R. R. right-of-way.
16 ft. x 6 ft. Fine mast and boom, | TRACY, 5 Water St.
Telephone 10-24
livery started >ron Rockland. On
77*79 water. CALL 262 or 1425.
I have only given thc highlights
77tf
1891
nylon sailp, well-made but not
VINALHAVEN
July 26. steamer City of Rockland
1952 WHIZZER Motor Bike for
of memorable events here. The
TWO or 3 room furn. Apts, to
standard. A rugged boat, needs
Coldest February 24. for many
Tel. 285-W2 let; 1 furn. rm.. kit. priv.; 29 Beech
MRS EMMA WINSLOW
went ashore at Ash Point. Ballots
complete record is too voluminous. years.
paint and a ver ylittle hardware, sale. Good cond.
Mrs. Ann Farris’ room was
Correspondent
77-79 winner of the banner given by the
$150. Also Evinrude 9.7 h.p. 4 after 5 p. m. or before 9 a. m. W. St. TEL. 1116-W or 163-M.
I hope that the elderly readers may
March 17: Rockland Daily Sun for September election in Rock
P. SEAVEY, JR.
77-79
cylinder, good shape, $75.
FURNISHED House and Cot P.T.A. for attendance of parents
port were printed wrong. Septem
be reminded of days past while begins
publication,
lasted
61
6x9 BRAIDED Rug for sale, also tage to let for the summer. Con
76-78
ber 13: William T. Cobb eleetd
the
younger
generation
can
get
a
at
the
Parent-Teachers
meeting.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
P.andolph
Bickford
issues.
“BARGAIN Specials: Roll*Brick few Antique Dishes, 28 Shaw Ave., tact MAURICE JONES, Clark
governor.
birds-eye view of life lived dur
77-79 Island.
School meeting, adopted district
75*77 This grade visited Camden public and family of Pittsfield, Mass., are
Siding for sale, buff or tapestry TEL. 291-M.
ing the past 66 years, enjoyable system; Glen Cove will be in Dis
COMMERCIAL Pop Corn Ma
red, $4 roll, 100 sq. ft.; Thick Butt
THREE-Room furn. Apt. for beach for a picnic. Maxey Han staying at the Miller’s camps,
and most satifying.
Shingles, several colors at new- chine for sale. Output $30 per light housekeeping, to let, priv. non had perfect attendance for Shore Acres.
trict 5, from Rockland line to Van The Sports Corner
low prices. Johns-Manville Ex hour. Good cond. CAMDEN THE bath, inc. utilities, very reason the year. Dexter Leach was sec
My brother Cliff helped to pre nah Brook, north of Roxmont.
Mrs. Ada Simpson of Rockland
terior
Insulating
Sheathing ATRE. Phone Camden 2519.
(Continued from Page Two)
able to refined woman or couple,
pare these notes.
Son of Dr. Austin drowned. R.
77tf in consideration of woman being ond, having missed only one day. is the guest of her sister Mrs.
4’x8’x(4”, weatherproofed, .07 sq.
Wi!l Lufkin
Mrs. Catherine Guyette attend Mertie Carver.
1
7
Fred Crie obtains inspection work Kiwanis
ft.; J. M. Intterior Insulating
DEMOLISHING of Buildings on part time companion to elderly
1888
Miss Eugenia Carver has arrived
Building Board 4'x8’xt4’’, ivory East Boothbay Road, Army Bar lady.
on breakwaters, tne year at Rock
No work involved; 30 ed this week the school lunch
Games This Week
finish. .06'v sq. ft. Ruberoid 1st racks. All materials for sale, Chestnut St.
Bay frozen over beyond Fox land, three years at Bar Harbor.
PHONE 986-R for workshop at Brunswick, in con home for the summer months from
Tonight
quality Roof Coating, 1 gal. 85c. Stoves, big heaters, ice boxes, appt.
76-78 nection with her work at the Union Somerville, Mass., where she Island.
$5,000 stable fire; nine houses
Kiwanis vs. Lions
5 gal. $3 50, add sales tax. R, W. hardwood floors, 2x3’s. 2x4's and
teaches school.
MODERN Apt. to let, three schools on serving hot lunches.
Gale said to be next to that of burned down; first Matinicus trip
Wednesday
BUZZELL CO., Rockport, Me.
2x6’s.
See
MR.
MORRELL. rooms and bath, partly furn. elec,
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Williams
Mrs. Lyford Ross and her 1869, in strength.
for steamer Jessie.
76tf
No Game—Rocket’s Home Game
Boothbay or Tel. 534-K.
77-79 stove and refrig. Continuous heat
nephew Timothy Lane are taking
Fish peddler charged two cents
There is an oversupply of butter,
Thursday
ESTATE Gas Range and Glen
STOVE WOOD
and hot water. TEL. 1059-R.
WANTED
a motor trip through New Eng-1 a pound for fish.
it sells for 18 cents a pound.
wood Oil Range for sale. Good
Good round Wood for sale, $18
Rotary vs. Lions
76-78
land.
cond. TEL. Camden 447.
76-78 per cord, delivered.
Tel. WIL
Three men dead in Rockland,
Aug. 30: Schooner J. Holmes
KNOX SUBURBAN
PLEASANT two room Apt. to
WOMAN wanted for general
“WESTINGHOUSE Elec. Roaster LIAM ROBBINS. Union 55-2.
Plans arc being made for the one at West Camden, yellow fever. Bardsall launched at Camden.
let, on Camden St. with bath' and housework in Camden. Own room
LITTLE LEAGUE STANDING
77-82
for sale, broiler attach, and re
elec, refrig. CALL 1219.
76tf and bath. Must he neat and reli Alumni Banquet, next Thursday, Glen Cove School began with 14
W.
L,
1895
flector, $40. Can be seen at 33
FOUR h p. Scot-Atwater Shift
pupils.
PARTLY furn. Apt. to let, three able. Write BOX S. E. c/o The July 1, at the Chureh vestry.
6
2
Diphteria and scarlet fever break Rockport
HARDEN AVE., Camden, after Outboard Motor for sale, also
77-79
rooms and bath, at 40 Grace St.. Courier-Gazette.
Ted Stetson and son Jack spent
1889
4
2
7.30 p. m.
75-77 12 h.p. Sea King Outboard Motor,
out. Rockport High school closes. Thomaston
TEL. 240-M or 1309-J.
76-78
MIDDLE aged Woman wanted the weekend with Mr. and Mrs.
Thorndike Hotel and Berry Block Petition for Women’s suffrage Camden Lions
5
4
SEVEN Cords of 4 ft. hard wood 114 h.p. Briggs and Stratton Mo
FURN. House in Camden to let, to care for aged lady during week Clyde Bickford.
for sale. Also 15 acres wood lot tor, a Whizzer Motor Bike, and a
1
8
fire.
started in Nebraska. Stores closed Camden Knoxers
Zephyr Bicycle. All in good con 4 rooms and bath, water inc. of July 4. CALL 332-R after 5 p.m.
Miss Virginia Black of West Hart
at East Warren. TEL. 207-M.
Doctor charged $6.50 for seven for evangelistic meetings Rock
Games This Week
77-79
yearly rental pref. Adults only.
dition.
TEL.
Thomaston
143.
75*77
Thomaston at Camden Lions
ANY Article for children wanted, ford, Conn., has arrived to spend calls, and gave all o! the medicine. land suffered from highest tides
77*79 Call at 33 or 27 HARDEN AVE..
FREE
Camden.
75-77 especially strollers, playpens and the summer with her mother, Mrs.
Two 3-masters and two other ves ever known in city. Price of sugar
Camden Knoxers at Rockport
NEW Maple Crib for sale. Rea
ALUMINUM Door with the pur
NICELY furnished large front high chairs, also ladies’ coflon Annie Black, and her sister, Mrs. sels in thc Cove.
4%c per pound; Baldwin apples
76*78
chase of 12 combination windows. sonable; 7 GRANITE ST.
room to let, for one or two people. dresses from sizes 44 up. UP Lyford Ross.
Some men refuse to face the
$2 a barrel. Biston boat charges
No down payment.
Up to 36
1890
THE BEST UNE OF
Call at RICHARDSON’S, 144 Union TON’S THRIFT SHOP, 39 Union
Mr. and Mrs. Ambrose Peterson,
months to pay. TEL. 441-J. HOW
BREAKFAST SETS IN MAINE
Bagpipers around before getting- $2.50 for thc round trip on excur facts as long as they can raise
street. Camden.
77*lt
street.
76-78
Jr., of Lexington, Mass , are guests
ARD KENNISTON.
75tl
money for the down payment.
Planet. Jr. Tractors, one horse,
sion rates.
up time.
NEED cash? I buy old coins,
THE Copper Kettle: T*'O small
of his parents, Mr. and Mrs. Am
STARTED Pullets for sale. Sev with cultivator, and a whole lot
stamps,
envelopes.
Mail
for
cash
Town meeting to see about divid
1896
ORDINANCE NOTICE
eral lots of Sex-Link. Also about more. See Kaler when, and what single rooms to let, one perma offer to JOS. ARKIN, 6907 224th brose Peterson, Sr.
nent, one until Sept. 1. Tel. 405.
ing the town into Camden and
Perry Brothers have big fire in
The following ordinances had
250 Barred Rocks, Bennet’s strain. you need to buy.
Street, Bayside, N. Y.
77*lt
MRS.
FRENCH.
75-77
Warren-Mortin
Rockport.
Have some nice Cottage Lots on
BYRON MILLS, Waldoboro, Me.
Rockland.
Town of Rockport final passage at a special meeting
COOK wanted for July and Au
STEAMER to take off your old
Harold George Warren formerly
Tel. TEmple 2-9334.
74tf Lake Medomak.
Doctor, two calls and medicine voted to tax-exempt electic power of the City Council held June 24,
paper, to rent.
Also papering gust at North Haven, family of of Bar Harbor, and Miss Harriet
HAROLD B KALER.
1954. and will become effective
for two. $1 00
plant for ten years There were
Write MRS. GEORGE
CARR'S WALLPAPER three.
Washington, Maine
Tel. 5-25 board.
twenty days after date of passage
May Martin of Vinalhaven were
CUSTOM MADE
“Kings Daughters” outing at several baptisms at Rockville. New
LEWIS,
JR.,
Sherborn,
Mass.
AND
PAINT
CENTER,
586
Main
Open seven days weekly, and
unless suspended from going into
76-78 united in marriage June 22 by Rev. Sunnyside.
street. Tel. 25-W.
75tf
steamer W. G. Butiam started on operation by valid referendum
nights.
Window Shades
Floyd
Young
at
his
home.
They
76-78480-81
WOMAN wanted as companion,
UNFURN. heated four room and
Matinicus run. Dr. Hitchcock died. thereof:
1891
MOTORCYCLE.
Harley-David bath Apt. to let. All the hot water week days by young woman, exc. were attended by Wiliam Warren
March: Town meeting in new Price of flour gone up to $4.75 a AMENDMENT TO CHAPTER 25
and
OF THE REVISED ORDINANCES
son, 1950, for sale.
Excellent you can use (free). Elec, kitchen for room and board. No obj. one and Mrs. Hildred Hutchinson, a town of Rockport.
barrel. Big Schooner launched at
(TRAFFIC)
Write "SHIRLEY," c/o cousin of the bride.
Cond.; 172 So. Main St. TEL. range and refrig; 584 Main child.
Camden.
Threee
master
schooner
S.
M.
Venetian Blinds
Section 403 of Chapter 25. Sched
76*78
1057-J.
76*78 street over Carr’s Store, $12.50 The Courier-Gazette.
Garden Clnh
Bird in the Cove for a few days.
ule II is hereby amended by add
per week. TEL. 25-W.
75tf
1897
Men wanted ,to cut and peel
DRY Mill Slabs for sale, stove
The Vinalhaven Garden Club Capt. John Merrill.
FURNISHED Apt. 3 rooms and pulpwood at South Thomaston and
Vessels bringing brick and lum ing under the Two Hour limit, the
or
long
length,
delivered.
CALL
Sea Coast Paint
July 1, eight men surveying for ber discharge at Power House following:
285-W4.
76*78 bath, to let. Adults. C. R. DOR also on an island. Will be at the met Friday, June 25 at the Chureh
Elm Street. North Side from
76-87
•
HOBART Hamburg Machine for MAN, 28 Warren St. Tel. 656-W or Thorndike Hotel Friday evening at vestry. The business meeting was railroad.
wharf. Rev. John Parsley of the
Main Street to western bound of
Tel.
679-W.
77*79
7
o'clock.
Also
can
be
contacted
followed
by
a
program
under
the
sale, 114 h.p. reasonable price.
July 3. Survey through fields for First Baptist Chureh preached fare
land of Lury Farnsworth Estate
CHEVROLET, 1947, 94 ton Pick- TEL. S42-M after 6 p. m.
BUILDING to let ln Camden; by writing or calling HAROLD direction of Mrs. Clarence Miles
76*78
as now existing.
steam
railroad.
well
sermon.
Tillson
’
s
barn
INGEftSON,
Freeport,
Maine.
Up Truck for sale, $425. Good
3000 sq. ft., for garage or other
and
Mrs.
Burger
Magnusen
PRICES SLAUGHTERED
AMENDMENT TO CHAPTER 28
75*78
burned
down.
Lona
Ross
moved
to
1892
cond. Private party. TEL. Cam
business.
TEL.
Camden 2818
AT KALER’S
OF THE REVISED ORDINANCES
Various displays ol specimen iris
after 6 p. m.
56tf
den 3172.
72*77
WANTED to buy: Used Re
Higgins stage lare Rockland to California. Telephone cable for
Have a few used Refrigerators,
(ZONING)
were
shown
by
members.
Thc
ex

in
working order.
BALED Hay in field for sale. some very nice used Electric
AT 81 Union St., modern, large frigerator,
Vinalhaven loaded. R. Fred Crie
Glen Cove, 50c.
Article 14, An Ordinance for the
hibits
were
explained
by
Mrs.
$15 per ton. No sales after July Washers, used Stoves with and 3-room Apt., bathroom, heated, to CALL Camden 645 after 5.30 p. m.
June 4, Powerhouse done; Car bought 150 barrels of floui from Licensing and Control of Rifle
75*77
Miles. Mrs. Magnusen spoke on
15.
HOMER GILBERT.
Tel. without oil burners, one 3’4 horse let; also one-room efficiency Apt, or before 8.30 a. m.
Barn
nearly finished. Pile driver vessel wrecked at Owl's Head and Ranges.
772-W.
72*77 Outboard Motor, a few Westing furnished, bath
and complete
HELP WANTED—FEMALE
“The ^ulture of Iris”. An iris
Rifle ranges for target shoot
in
the
Cove
for Power House Wharf. sold it for $2.50 a barrel.
Time can mean money. House table arrangement was made by
FOR SALE OR I.EASE
ing may be established by special
house Electric Cookers. If you kitchen. TEL. 893 days, 233 eveJune Powerhouse chimney fin
87tf wives can devote 3 hours per day
1898
North Haven-Vinalhaven Ferry. need something for your camp, nings.
license of the City Council only
Mrs. Cameron Rae, who explained
and earn $25, or more per week.
ished.
Iron top, 100 ft. above
Contact HARRY CALDERWOOD. see me.
A good used China HEATED and
unheated
turn
War with Spain. Feb. 16: Battle under the following regulation*
the
hybridizing
of
it.
Coffee
hour
North Haven. Tel. 108.
71*79 Closet, round corners.
Ap« VO let
V P STUDLEY. 77 Write R. S., c/o The Courier-Ga
ground.
ship Maine blown up in Havana and conditions:
74*82 followed, served by the hostesses,
tf zette.
I also have a nice 1946 pick-up °«r> Rt Tela 9080 and 1284
1461. Application shall be mad*
~ LOBSTERS for sale, two for $1.
Sheriff drafted several to hunt Harbor.
110 year old church
Mrs. Frank White and Mrs. George
to the City Clerk upon a pre
SIM'S LOBSTER POUND, Spruce Truck. Dodge 4-wheel drive, some
HELP WANTED—FEMALE
for a wanted mail.
burned in South Thomaston. Great scribed form stating the name of
Head, Maine.
69tf Army Trucks, 6-wheel driving, a
Servicing Avon Products during Gray.
COTTAGES
July 3. Electric cars started run est sleet storm since 1886, June 1: the organization, the names of its
convenient hours, is a profitable
1929 FORD Coupe, model A for few cheap used Cars, one model A
ning.
Full-rigged Russian ship at Rock officers, the location of the pro
sale, good engine. See at BART International 1941, a good used
SMALL Cottage at Spruce Head means of earning money for new
truck, perfect condition, and this for sale. Will have to be moved. furniture or television set. Open
Rockport bridge settled two feet land. Price of coffee: Two pounds posed range and such other in
LETT STATION, Camden St.
formation as the Council may re
75*77 applies to the whole lot. A very Price $600.
See MRS. DONALD ings in Rockland, North Haven. WALDOBORO
when first car went over it.
roasted coffee and enameled pot quire.
fine 1950 Buick dynaflow, low YORK. Spruce Head or MRS E. Union, Washington, Waldoboro,
TOMATO Plants for sale, also mileage.
all for 50 cents. July 14: Santiago
MRS RENA CROWELL
1892
1462. AU such applications shall
Jefferson,
Damariscotta,
New
M. CUNNINGHAM, Warren, Me.
Asters, Petunias,
Snapdragons,
Correspondent
HAROLD B. KALER.
Aug. 14, Fleet if about 40 ves de Cuba surrende-s; yellow fever be referred to the City Manager,
Harbor,
Bristol,
Wiscasset.
Write
77-79
Portulaca, Carnations and other Washington Maine.
Telephone Temple 2-9281
-Tel. 5-25
prevalent in American Army. Nov. the Chief of the Fire Department,
sels off Owl's Head.
seedlings, reasonable prices; Cab
h URNloti£,u Uu.LagCA lu ,et, -t MRS. RUSSELL JOHNSON, Au
Open seven days and nights.
gusta
Rd.,
Waterville.
74*79
29:
Guess such a 3torm never seen and the Chief of Police for inves
bage, Golden Acre, Danish Ball
tigation and report to the City
76-78480-81 Pleasant Beach, South Thomas
OFFICE
Girl
wanted
for
gen

here
before, Steamer Portland and Council.
Head, Copenhagen Market, Cauli
ton. BRS. L. S. MILLS, 11 Ma
Mrs. Marjorie lives, was in Rock daughters Betty and Joan have re
GRAND
Rapids
Trombone
for
eral
office
work,
high
school
sonic
Rt.
70tf
flower, Broccoli and Brussells
land Friday.
turned to Gettysburg, Va., after others lost. Old Vannah barn blew
1463. The Council shall set a
graduate preferred. Tel. 1133 for
Sprouts, 75c per one hundred. sale, good condition. TEL. 1351-R
down. Dec. 14: 11 degrees below date for a public hearing and shall
1
C.Ull<LgUO .Ui BeLLU
co
Mrs.
Estor
Keen,
of
Burlin

visiting
Mrs.
Gilbert
Crowell.
_
75*77
appointment
or
See
MR
SAWYER
STILES FARM, Route 1, Rock
rent, modern conveniences, on
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Liitter, of zero. On the loth the schooner S. give notice thereof in the local
73tf game, Calif., is a guest of Mrs. Ida
12 FT. round bottom Boat and Rockland Harbor. Contact RILEY at Personal Finance Co.
port.
75tf
paper and in any such other man
trailer
for
sale,
new
12
h.p.
Royal
C.
Stahl.
Brooklyn, N. Y„ are at their sum M. Bird went ashore at Owl’s Head. ner as it considers desirable.
CARPENTER
Work’ wanted.
HARDY Chrysanthemums in all
STROUT, Rockland.
59tf
motor,
will
sell
separate,
also
Painting and shingling houses.
1899
colors, for sale, also Cannas, Afri
Mr. and Mrs. Fied Wooster have mer home "Forest View" for the
1464. After sluch public hearing
Any small jobs. TEL. 657-W.
can Violets, pink, white and blue, Westinghouse elec, stove. TEL.
Jan. 10: New Bird block opened the Council may In Its Discretion
had for house guest3, Mr. and Mrs. summer.
953-R.
75*77
REAL
ESTATE
69tf
Star of Bethlehem, blue and white.
in Rockland; 12. Schooner John G. Issue or refuse to issue such a
Harry Wooster and family of
Engagement Announced
DEAN’S NURSERY, 325 Old Coun
IF you want the Deet auto ooaj
license.
HOME
WITH
INCOME
Sharon,
Pa.,
and
Mr.
and
Mrs.
ty Kd. Tel. 948 .
69tf LOST AND FOUND
Mr. and Mrs. Percy B. Moody Prescott launched. Lecture by H.
and fender work, come to ROWL1465. No such license shall be
TWO Apt. House for sale, 13
M.
Lord;
May
14
Rev.
Thomas
■'S GARAOK 778 Main Street, Wooster, and lamily of Water announce
the
engagement of
REBUILT Bicycles for sale,
issued to any group unless it is a
Berkeley St., 3 rooms and bath
ikland
47tf ville.
one-half new price.
RAYE’S
their daughter, Miss Nancy Anne baptized 20 into Free Will Baptism. iegal affiliate of the National Rifle
A PAIR of eye glasses lost be upstairs, 4 rooms and bath down,
CRAFT SHOP, Prescott St.
tween 32 Masonic street and St. garage and shed.
DON’T dlacaro
your
oid or
Percy Turner is a patient at Moody, to Wayne A. Genthner, son June 26: William A. Babcock com- Association and the burden shall
Price $6500.
___________________
77*85 Bernard’s
Church
last week.
77*79 antique furniture Call H. JOHN Miles Memorial Hospital Damar of Mr. and Mrs. Eaward T. Gen- menced building cottage on Bab- be on the applicant to prove such
NEWMAN for restoring and reaffiliation.
A.K.C. REG. Cocker Spaniel Return to ROSE McNAMARA and
iscotta.
ON
The
Sea,
at
Camden:
De dnlshtng 48 Masonic St
thner, of Waldoboro. Miss Moody cock’s Point. Aug. 16: Captain
Tel.
77*lt
1466. All expense In connection
Pups for sale. REED’S COCKER receive reward.
lightfully situated year 'round 1106-M
Mrs. Blanche Lank, and two was graduated from the Waldoboro 'John Merrill’s funeral; he was said with the publication of the pub
ltf
KENNELS, Camden. Tel. 3093.
home for sale.
Well planned,
High School in 1952, she attended to have made 96 trips to West In- lic notice *hall be borne by the ap
_______
72*84 MISCELLANEOUS custom built, all latest modern
University of Maine and at pres- dies. Coffee, 5 lbs. for $1; grain plicant.
ANTIQUES bought and sold.
equip. Over 2 acres land in ex
1467. All Such licenses iksued by
LOUIS PARREAULT, SR. Tel.
ROCKLAND SCHOOL OF COM clusive section of Camden. In
ent
is attending Bryant College, in sold for 96 cents a bag. Peace the Council shall be issued at its
3 ROOMS COMPLETE $359.95
Warren 38-21.
BOtf MERCE OFFICE will be open on spection by appointment. SECUR
treaty
with
Spain
ratified.
Oct.
Providence, R. I., Mr. Genthner
pleasure aj);] may be revoked at
LARGE Lots at the seashore for Wednesdays during August for in ITY REAL ESTATE CO. Camden
was graduated from Waldoboro 25, Pine Hill sold.
Quality Furniture
any time by it with proven cauge
70-104 2117 or 8897.
77.H
sale, $500 to $700. Write to R.C., form. and enrollment.
or for not conforming to the
High School in 1951 and is self em
1900
c/o The Courier-Gazette.
SOtf
ROOFING and Siding applied
N.R A. regulations.
COMPLETE LIVING ROOM GROUP
ployed.
May
5:
Frank
Ingraham
passed
by
certified
Johns-Manville
Home
NEW Linoleum 9x12. $5.50 a roll
1468. All such licenses must be
Divan and Chair, 2 End Tables, Coffee Table,
CHARLES E. BICKNELL, II
for sale; also used Furniture, buy Improvement Contractors. KEN
signed by every member of the
2 Table Lamps, 1 Floor Lamp
Real
Estate
Broker
NEBEC
ROOFING
AND
SIDING
er and seller, open 7 days a week.
Council and no license shall be
CO. Tel. 163-M.
69tf
COMPLETE BEDROOM
FRANK SHOP, Damariscotta.
TELEPHONE 1847
issued wilheut such signatures.
TOWN
Of
CUSHING
Doable
Dreseer
and
Headboard,
Hollywood
Frame,
______________________
42tf
38 RUMMER 8T.
ROCKLAND
1469. No licensed outdoor rifle
Mattress
and
Spring,
2
Pillows,
2
Vanity
Lamps
Ltoting*
Wanted
Anywhere
In
range shall be used for shooting
ESTEY Player Plano tor sale, CESSPOOLS ANO SEPTIC TANKS
Knex
Cennty
before 8:66 A. M. Standard or
•nd elec. Range. JOHNSON, 111
LEGAL NOTICE
5-PIECE DINETTE
T-tf
Daylight time, whichever prevails,
Pleasant St.
SBtf Cleaned by Machine—Also Rebuilt ___________
14-PC ALUMINUM COOKING SET
or after one-half hour after sunset,
’
rm fob sais
A petition has been received by the Selectmen of Cashing
U E. FENDERSON
IN Frlendihlp Village, • room
or on Sundays except from two to
aad
galranlaed.
A11
$22.50
TEL. 1314 ROCKI.AND or
for permission to build a weir on the easterly side of Gay's
House for Mie, central hot water
five P. M., and the Council may
low
prlcee.
BICKNELL
6-2051 OLD ORCHARD BEACH
heating. Barn and garage, nearly
Island
Irom
Forrestt
W.
Morris.
-FREEat any time further restrict the
MFO. OO.. Lime 0t.
J3tf
72*77 an acre of land DR RICHARD
use of such range on any other
A public hearing on Ihe matter of this fish weir will be
— With the Group —
WATERMAN
138tf
BABY Parrakeeta. Pull Une «f
days or hours.
parrakeet
fooda
and
mineral
held on July 3 at 2 o’clock p. m. on the Leslie Yonng wharf
1410. Shooting shall never be
LIMITED QUANTITY - BUDGET TERMS
health grit. GRACE'S GARDENS.
— G U NS—
at Pleasant Point.
All Interested persons are requested to
allowed by minors except when an
Mta. Cbarlea A. Swift, I Booker
Booght, Sold aad Traded
JAMES
TEL. 838
be preseat and heard from.
adult approved by the Organiza
Bt.. Tbomaaton. TeL 174.
Modern or Antique
tion Is on the premises.
FISHING TACKLE
UNITED HOME SUPPLY CO.
SELECTMEN OF CUSHING,
1411. Section 129, Chapter 24,
Smitii'B Service Station
AU Color* aad Stylee
Cottages, Lets and
"Where Willow Mid
Streets Meet”
shall not apply to licensee tinder
Ralph Raad, Hugo Lanrlla, Keadall Orff.
Free installation and
578
MAIN
STREET
Main St.
TeL 8378!
178 MAVERICK BT.
BOCKLAND, MAINE
this Ordinance.
TaL MB, UNITED BOMB
45-tf'
50-T-tf
GERALD V. MARGESON.
75-n
OO. 678 Main Bt. Olty.
M

nt

77-lt

City Clerk.

TtfAsdoy-ftiurtdoy-Soturdoy
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At Lakewood

BID NOTICE

an

of roocund, maine
Jane 28, 1964.

Bids will be received by the Purrhasing Agent, City Hall,
Rockland, Maine, ap to 11 A. M., Wednesday, July 7. 19G4,
(or the supply of the following Items:

79 — 89 Watt Fluorescent fixtures to include lamps (cool
white), starters, and 72 single IS” stem hangers
of a quality equal to that of an IQ 240 CB Smith
craft fixture.
Include cut and specifications of
fixture.
The City reserves the right to reject any or all bids.

LLOYD K. AI.LKN,

Page Five

ran for more than two years in
London and also had a success WELCOME BACK ROY MESERVEY
ful New York production. Written
WITH MORE INFORMATION ON
by Janet Green, it has a British
background and the story revolves THE HARBOR SCHOONERS
around the mysterious death of
a middle-aged woman,
"Buy Me Blue Ribbons,” the
current comedy offering, will con- *1
tinue through the week with a
matinee on Saturday.
Michael ■
Sivy has the chief role in the j
play and other featured players
are Nancy Cushman. Martha Ran
dall and Eugene Stuckmann.
A1 Corey's orchestra plays for
dances every Saturday night at
the Lakewood Country Club.

Of Warren Alumni
Harold W. Moody of Waldoboro

gess

of

national Harvester Company, was

also

appointed

elected

Mrs. Anita Messer and Mrs. Ber

its

committee.

One complete two-story metal

Alan Bunce, Cornelia Otis Skin

fire escape

installed

to replace the wooden fire escape on the Tyler School
Building at Warren Street.
Contractor to remove present fire escape.

Said fire escape will meet all .State Laws and regula
tions.

Please submit a set of plans and specifications which

will be subject to our approval.

The City reserves the right to reject any or all bids.

LLOYD K. ALLKN.

Purchasing Agent.

'77-lt

The Courier-Gazette Want Ads Work Wonders

Thurs

meeting.

Re was graduated with

Roger Teague was song leader.

of

A letter from Ray Robinson of

High

Warren

1906

Newport, retired superintendent of

officers

for

elected

the

schools, and member of class 1904.

coming year are. Dana H. Smith,

was read.

Jr.,

a reading also on the program.

vice

Mrs.

president;

Sarah

Butler,

secretary;

Hilliard

Spear,

treasurer

and

ner and Margaret Truman will be
guest stars at the Lakewood The
atre for the month of July. Alan
Bunce, the Albert of the famous
“Ethel and Albert’’ TV series, will
be seen the week of July 5 in “My
Three Angels,’’ a comedy by Sam
and Bella Spewack that has just
completed a two-season run in
New York. Cornelia Otis Skinner,
famous actress, will be seen the
week of .July 12, in her latest pro
duction “Paris ’90’’ with a score
and lyrics by Kay Swift. Mar
garet Truman will be the guest
star the week of July 19 in the
comedy “Autumn Crocus.” The
foimer President’s daughter is
making her first tour of the sum
mer circuits and will visit only
eight of the major playhouses.
“The Boys From Syracuse,” first
musical of the season, will be the
attraction the week of July 26.
Reservations for all or any of
these attractions may be secured
by writing the Lakewood Theatre
or by telephoning Skowhegan
7-3331.
For the week starting Monday,
June 28 the Lakewood Players
will offer a play of thrills and
laughs in “Gently Does It” which

Alecsaysd can landsafe on my feet...

but YOU have

only ONE life'
Won* to loin four million unlucky folks?
That’s how many were injured or killed in

one year in home accidents. They tripped
over toys, on the stairs or in the dark.

Caught their heels on loose boards or tom
nigs. Keep your home a safe one and

BE CAREFUL...Hie life you save may ba year own!
An oFrtctal public lenrfee nonoga
pr.par.d by The Advertising
Caoncit kt cooperation with tbe

National Safety CouodL

R

banquet

served

Mystic

a

by

Rebekah

turkey

committee
Lodge,

at

the dining hall of the IOOF Lodge.
Table decorations were arranged

by Mrs. Phillip Simmons.

committee.

Lina Merry Smith, who re

Mrs.

tired

BID NOTICE
I will accept separate bids on
the following projects which I
am considering at 995 Main St.,
Rockland:

Item 1. Furnish
materials
and erect one wood frame build
ing, size 20 x SO ft.

at

of

end

the

after 34 years

of

the

school

service

in the

MATINICUS
Mr. and Mrs. Jackie Byron and

was < son of Worcester, Mass., have been
! guests of her sister Mrs. Edwin
presented a corsage, the presenta
tion made in behalf of the Associa Ames and family.

Warren

elementary

schools,

tion by Fred L. Perkins, Jr., toast
master of the evening.

In my article “St. George Coast
ers” of April 20, 1954, it had a
photograph of shipping in the
stream at Tenant’s Harbor, from
the Bean and Long shipyard of
1876. I have received quite a few
comments on what a good job
The Courier-Gazette did on the
photo. Never again will the old
harbor show a flotilla of schooners
as that old photo shows, when
shipping was in its golden glory.
All is gone, the vessels shown
in the picture, and all that
was connected with them has
passed on. Through the kindness j
of Mrs. Nellie Boyles, she has
passed to me the names of the
schooners in the picture, also the
man shown in the photograph.
Capt. Ardie Thomas of St.
George furnished Mrs. Boyles
with the information about the
schooners.
The islands shown
are Southern, Two Bush and Crow

of the

| cottage on the Point.

school,

local high

Mrs. Marie Ripley and daughter

and pointed out the needs in the

Sandra

schools.

the summer.

in

the

the

Hollis

back

arrived

home

for

daughter Jeannette were in Rock
land

Thursday and Friday

and 1929

Mrs. Albert Bunker and daughter

with five including, Mrs. Christine

Dianne have been visiting relatives

Barker, and Mrs. Esther Butler of

in Winthrop, Mass., while Dianne

Union. Mrs. Alice Hill,

was recovering from Chickcnpox.

Mrs. Mil

Pushaw dred White, and Mrs. Annie Lehto
all of Warren, in attendance.
Other classes represented iwere

Samuel Hart, G. W. Rawley, Geor

have

Mr. and Mrs. Clayton Young and

G.

Challenge,

Sedona,

Hall,

present,

tle Haskell of Camden;

Robert Jones,

was Capt.

W.

members

Starrett of Warren, and Miss Myr

man

day.
Mr. and Mrs. Don Bryant came

, two

schooners were

the
N.

The

Ros

Thursday and are living in their

Classes honored were 1904. with

To the Editor of The Courier-Ga Island.
zette:—
ground

Marjorie

ment of Education as guest speak
er, outlined his woi k. gave a short

Photo courtesy Nellie Boyles

and

secondary education, State Depart

history

KM
Schooner Merrill F. Hart

Earle

Dr.

coe of Vinalhaven were here Thurs

Joseph J. Devitt. supervisor of

1891.

1895,

1900,

1901.

1902.

1906,

It is

true that practice

makes

perfect in most cases, but does not
apply to people who talk too much.

gia D. Loud. John E. Dailey and
the F. -Nelson.

From my records and with the ’

help of Capt. Frank

Hunter and

— FOR SALE —

the vessels were under command
said

of

The

captains:

Pushaw,

NEW FARM EQUIPMENT

Capt. Thomas Ludwig; The Chal

lenge,
The

Capt.

F.

John

H.

Meservey;

Capt.

Nelson.

William

AT COST PRICES

Holbrook; The Samuel Hart, Capt.
Daniel Holbrook, The Georgia D.

Hay Rakes, Plows, Disc Harrows,

Loud. Capt. Aaron Wall; The G.

W. Rawley, Capt. Edwin S. Alley; The Sedona, Capt. Ezekiel

Mowers, also New Tractor

Hlobrook; The N. W. Hall. Capt.

John

Williams;

John

The

E.

Tires and Tubes

Dailey, Capt. Joseph Teel.
Roy E. Meservey,
Imagine
fellow’s

yourself

shoes

in

the

occasionally

WALDOBORO GARAGE CO.

other

and

you’ll feel more like sympathizing

than criticizing.

i

f

NEW COUNTY ROAD

THOMASTON, MAINE 3

;•

75-77

' >

5 World Firsts From Nash !
DOUBLE YOUR TRAVEL FUN-CUT YOUR DRIVING COSTS

Top, in comfort! Out in front in styling! World famous for economy! Drive the
Nash Statesman Super Sedan, America's first big family car equipped with year’round Air Conditioning for as little as $2505.00, factory delivered price.

0 Finest Year-’Round Car
Air Conditioning
*278 LESS THAN ANY OTHER!

Only Nath offers the life saving safety

Only Nath offers twin beds —for

of Airflyte Unitized Construction.

vacations or overnight trips.

©
Why swelter Ihi, lumm.r? Get a new

Nash equipped with “All-Weather
Eye" Air Conditioning. It refrigerates
—heats—ventilates—and filters out
dust and most pollen.
The only car air conditioning system
with fresh air intake above the hood.
Costs $278 less than any other system.
See our amazing “All-Weather Eye”
demonstration today!
(Nath Alt-Weather Eve System, Patents Applied Par)

AMBASSADOR • STATESMAN • RAMBLER
METROPOLITAN

NASH MOTORS. DIVISION OR

AMERICAN MOTORS CORP.
DtltOIT 12, MICH.

Exclusive reclining teats! The hacks
adjust to five positions, reduce fatigue.

©

New Low Nash Prices Start at >144S*
♦For IlM Metropolitan Hardtop (only S24 molt tor Comartibia). F.3 B. coastal port ot entry, stilt lull local tens, ootmnll apaipmant. titia.

2.

DREWETT’S GARAGE

HAROLD SIMMONS
SPRUCE HEAD

ROUTE 1,

Tel. Rockland 420

THE COURIER-GAZETTE

from

Kathryn

Mrs. Joan White to the executive

Furnish
approxi
mately 3000 yards ot fill.

Sponaorad hi lha infaraat of beoM aafefy bv

Mrs

Mr?. Sarah Butler gave

meeting followed a

The

Roger

Jameson. Mrs. Mildred Berry, and

served by Golden Rod Chapter, |
O.E.S. Friday evening at the Ma
sonic Temple with 100 members
in attendance representing J9
chapters.
Distinguished guests
present included C. Kenneth Mor
rill of Weeks Mills, Associate
Grand Patron; Mrs. Louise Eugley of Lincolnville, Grand Adah.
Mrs. Leah Page of Bath, Grand
Esther; Mrs. Etta Morril' of
Weeks Mills, Grand Representa
tive to Delaware and Miss Kath
erine Veazie of Rockland, Grand
Representative to Connecticut.
Members were present from
Harbor Light Chapter of Rock
port, Seaside Chapter of Camden,
Beach Chapter of Lincolnville,
Primrose Chapter of Belfast,
Orient Chapter of Union, ForgetMe-Not Chapter of South Thomas
ton. Grace Chapter of Thomaston,
Naomi Chapter of Tenant’s Har
bor, Ivy Chapter of Warren, Adah
Chapter of Biddeford, Genesta
Chapter of Bath, Mizpah Chapter
of Westbrook, Marion Chapter of
Gardiner, Kennebec Chapter of
North Vassalboro, Lily of the
Valley Chapter of Weeks Mills,
Cornerstone Chapter of Portland,
Wistaria Chapter of Needham,
Mass., and Martha Washington
Chapter of Warren R, I.
A memorial for Sister Carrie
Winchenbaugh was read by Past
Patron Raymond Watts and a rose
laid on the altar in her memory by
Chaplain Dorothy Radcliffe.
The ritualistic work of the Or
der was exemplified by the fol
lowing guest officers: Worthy
Matron,
Mrs.
Eleanor Tyler,
Naomi; worthy patron, Russell
Thomas, Naomi; associate ma
tron, Mrs. Leatrice Burns, Orient;
associate patron, Harry Burns,
Orient; secretary,
Mrs. Orra
Burns, Harbor Light; treasurer,
Miss Marion Upham, Harbor
Light; conductress, Mrs. Marion
Codby. Forget-me-Not; associate
conductress, Mrs. Elsie Brown,
Forget-Me-Not;
chaplain, Mrs.
Ruth Sampson, Mizpah; marshal,
Mrs. Vera Fitzsimmons, Seaside;
organist. Miss Nellie Tibbetts.
Grace; Adah, Mrs. Louise Eugiey,
Beach; Ruth, Mrs. Flora Hary,
Golden Rod; Esther, Mrs. Leah
Page, Genesta; Martha, Mrs.
Priscilla Moss, Grace; Electa,
Mrs. Ruth Herrick, Beach; ward
er, Mrs. Fanny Juura, Ivy and
sentinel, Andrew Juura, Ivy; Mrs.
Elsie Ellis of Primrose and Don
ald Page of Genesta acted as
guest candidates.
Each guest
was presented with a corsage and
the ladies with aprons made by
the worthy matron and the men
with key chains as gifts of the
chapter.
An interesting report of the re
cent Grand Chapter sessions held
in Brewer was given by the As
sociate Matron, Mrs. Camilla DonIan. with the secretary giving a
brief report of the secretaries'
meeting. The secretary also re
ported on a recent visit to Golden
Rod Chapter of West Haven,
Conn., which was made by Past
Patron Wesley Knight, while at
tending a firemen's school in that
city.
Hostesses for the evening were
Past Matrons Laura
Maxey,
Frances Morse and Elizabeth
Seavey.
Members were reminded of tha
School of Instruction to be held
Monday with Orient chapter of
Union.
Each of the Grand Officers
spoke briefly thanking the chapter
for courtesies extended during tha
evening.
At the close of the meeting ad
journment was made to the ban
quet hall for a social hour with
refreshments being served by
Mrs. Osca Knight, Mrs, Evelyn
Cates and Mrs. Mildred Pease.

Item

Starrett,

Bertha

Guest Officers' Night was ob

the supply of the following:

class

Other

By Golden Rod

Rockland. Maine, up to 11 A. M., Monday, July 12. 1954 for

annual

27th

school.

Guest Officers

Overlock.

tha Drewett to the 1955 nominating

Frances Waller

Bids will be received by the Purrhating Agent, City Hall.

the

Harold

Warren

the

Night Observed

June 28, 1954.

of

president

He

Rockland, presided.

High School Alumni Association at

day night.

77-lt

an OF ROCKLAND, MAINE

Retiring president, Stuart C. Bur

retired district manager of Inter

Teague. Mrs. Mi’dred White, Miss

Purchasing Agent.

BID NOTICE

1 1910, 1915, 1919, 1921, 1922. 1923.
1 1925, 1927, 1928.
1929. 1932, 1935,
1936, 1937, 1944, 1946, 1949, 1950,
' 1953. and 1954.

Moody President

70-79

TEL. WARREN

33-3

WARREN, MAINE

Poga Six
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Municipal Court

THOMASTON
News and Social Items. Notices and Advertisements may be sent
or telephoned to

MRS. GEORGE NEWBERT, HIGH ST.. TEL. 156-6
BB========

Tuesday-Thursday-Saturday
First Baptist Church in 1933, under

HISTORY OF BOY SCOUTS
IN ROCKLAND WRITTEN BY

John S. Sawyer ot Sherman Station pleaded guilty in Municipal . . _ _
Court Saturday n.orning to a HAROLD W.
charge of operating a motor vehi-'
cle so as to endanger and paid a
Part 1

ton, Sr.

He was succeeded in 1937

by Gerald G. 3everage, who in
turu was succeeded by Albert D.
Mills, Sr., former Scoutmaster of
Troop No. 1 unde- the same spon

WHITEHILL

. Until “ reachcd ,ts allote'’ reSi,traBy Harold Whitehill
I tion of 32 boys, and a request was
Mr. and Mrs. John Bradley and Piano Prelude, Mildred Young; fine of $10 and costs of $3.70. The
sorship, with Douglass G. Mills and
sons, John Jr., and Robert, of West Processional, “Pioneer’s Song”; charge was brought by State Troop-j Thinking that a brief resume of ' <Juoted to increase the number.
Soon other troops were organ- John A. Perry as assistants; This
Point Pleasant, N. J., were recent Salute to the American and Chris er Lawrence Chapman as the re- Scouting in Rockland would in.. ,
., . .
ized. Troop No. 2 of the Metho- proved to be a strong active troop,
visitors of Mr. and Mrs. Roy Bell. tian Flag and the Bible; Songs by suit
of an accident in Warren on terest many scouts nd their par- , .
KT
- , ..
,
' dist Church; TrooD No. 3 of the a close rival at ail limes with 202
Mr. Bradley was formerly in the the group; Welcome greetings to June
12 in whicn eSawyer was in„TXvl1
,v
. . .
.
...
ents’ as weH as ‘•hosc who have Universalist Church, Judge Adel- in many friendly but close drawn
Coast Guard in Roekland and visi parents and friends by Director volved in a collison with a car
’
6
I competitions.
ted friends in *his vicinity.
Carlita M. Smith; Prayer by Rev. owned by Myra Miller of Cam-1been scouts in lhe past the as’ but Miles Scoutmaster with Rev.
Many of the boys and mod of the
sistance
of
the
Pine
Tree
Council
John
M
Ratcliffe
assistant;
Troop
!
John
Fitzpatrick;
Song
by
group;
bridge, Mass.
Mrs. Nellie Tfemey has returned
and of the National Council was No- 6 of th<“ Congregational Church , officers of this unit served in
....
to the home of her daughter and ' Psalm 121 repeated in unison;
Eliot F. Porter, Jr.. of Belmont, soupht to
1°“U Know1 b("“’Ve
10 °f thp Li“Ie; World War II at home and overson-in-law, Mr. and Mrs. William School Hymn by ail; Responsive
ledee
field
Memorial;
Later
a second j seas but all returned home with
&
,
..
.
Daggett, having been a patient at reading and songs by the Beginners Mass., paid a fine of $10 in Municipal
Court
Saturday
morning
after
Th
'
“
Na
«»
“
’
Counci!
troop
was.organized
by
the F.rst but two exceptions these were
Department under the direction of
Knox Hospital.
pleading guilty to a charge of pass- rtatln* that "“Callable information Baptist Church, Troop No. 9 with Eagie Scout. Charles Carr who
Miss Nellie Tibbetts and Mrs. Mrs. Vera Robinson; A skit on the
j lost his life in an accident on the
ing on a hill The incident took
dockland, is very Charles Collins as scoutmaster,
Priscilla Moss v-ere guest Or parable of the Good Samaritan
place on Payne Avenue in Rocka‘ Na'!°"al Council” was
An me,deal which stand, ou Pacific Coast, and Scout Kenneth
and
songs
by
the
Primary
Depart

ganist and guest Martha at the
land onJune 26.Complainant
in disheartening.
However, some above many occured durtng Scout Bradley killed in action in Korea.
Golden Rod Chapter, OES. in Rock ment under the direction of Mrs.
In 1952 Albert Mills became ex
week 1922. The Boy Scouts of AmHilda Silver and Miss Edna Hilt; the ease was StateTrooperLaw-I facts were available from them,
land last Friday night.
j some from Pine Tree, and herewith crica "ere celebrating their 12th plorer advisor and was succeeded
Songs
and
bible
verses
by
the
Jun

rence Chapman.
Mrs. Claude Beaupre and Mrs.
is presented the history of Scout- anniversary. Late one afternoon by his son. Douglass G. Mills who
• * • •
Alfred Harjula were in Portland on ior Department under the direction
ing in Rockland. Errors and omis- about 40 Scouts under the leader was later succeeded by Milton
of
Mrs.
Lillian
Fitzpatrick;
Songs
Jackson
Hoffler
of
Rockland
business Saturday.
sions are unintential, and anyone ship of Scoutmaster Albert Mills, Wooster, the present Scoutmaster
Russell Young and his house and recitations by the Young pleaded not guilty in Municipal
having other information should Paraded up Main St. to Rankin with Richard Stoddard assistant
guest, Joseph Cerwonka of Wash People’s Department under the di Court Monday morning to a
contact the writer who will be only Block, then down to the Court This is still a lerje .aggressive
rection
of
Miss
Carlita
Smith.
charge
of
operating
a
motor
ve

ington, D. C., left Friday for Que
too
pleased with any assistance. | House on Union St. where they troop.
bec where Russell will do research Songs by all; Benediction by Rev. hicle without a proper muffler.
Incidentiy, former Scoutmaster
The earliest entry on file is formed on the Court House steps
John
Fitzpatrick.
All
articles
Hoffler
was
found
guilty
and
paid
work in French Folk Lore for the
costs ofcourt of $3.70 aftera‘fine March, 1917 when Troop No. 1 of and during a jhort ceremony ad- Advisor Albert Mills, Sr., and his
made
by
the
children
during
the
Hill Foundation of Rt. Paul. Minn,
i Rockland wras organized, sponsored mitted Mayor Ruben Thorndike son and former Scoutmaster Al
school session were on display in of $10 had been suspended.
for the next six weeks.
ny the Y. M. C. A. This troop re- i“‘° ‘he Boy Scouts of America as bert Mills. Jr., are now active as
• • • •
the
vestry.
Thc
theme
of
the
Arthur Elliot, son of Mr. and
Neighborhood Commissions as
Robert
Armstrong
of
St.
George
[
mained
active one year. There were I a Tenderfoot^ 3cou..
Mrs. Albert Elliot, is spending the Bible School was “Pioneers for
The first Court of Honor, I be signed to the Rockland territory.
paid
a
fine
and
costs
totaling
|
two
other
troops
tnat
year,
No.
2
&
Christ
”
under
the
able
leadership
summer as counselor at Camp
A very active Cub Pack, No. 203.
of Miss Carlita Smith of Waterboro, $13.70 after pleading guilty to a 3. also sponsored by the Y. M. C. lieve was held in the High School
Medomak in Washington.
Auditorium, with Field Executive sponsored by
thc Universalist
A..
No.
2
from
Oct.
1917
—
No.
3
Nov.
charge
of
having
in
his
posses

Mrs. Oscar Crie left this morn who attends Gordon College.
John Thompson and Col. Walter Church was organized this spring
1917,
each
tasked
one
year.
There
sion
clams
below
the
legal
limit
Woman’s Auxiliary
ing for Boundary Bald Mountain
was also about this time a troop Butler in charge. Scout Francis with AI Nichols as Packmaster.
The Woman’s Auxiliary and their in size.
where she will visit with her hue• • • •
of United States Boy Scouts, un Merchant of Troop No. 1 was There are six full dens with Scouts
band who is fire warden for the husbands held a lobster salad picFred Armstrong of Wiscasset der the leadership of Willard awarded one of first merit badges, from Troop 202 serving as Den
Maine Forestry Dept. Mrs. Ber i nic supper at the home of Mrs.
and Everett Freeman of Dresden Hall. Names of leaders of these that of swimming at that time the Chiefs.
nard Daggett of Auburn will care Augusta Kellogg in Tenant’s Har
Pine Tree Council was located here
Troop 204 was sponsored as an
paid court costs of $3 each after early troops are unavailable.
for Mrs. Mattie Campbell while bor. Friday night. Those attendin Rockland, with headquarters in active Cub Pack Ne. 204 for a few
fines
of
$10
had
been
suspended
In
1921
The
First
Baptist
Church
| ing were Mr. and Mrs. Ralph
Mrs. Crie is away.
on charges of digging clams in a sponsored a troop known a? Troop the old Y. M. C. A. Building, Field years, with Packmaster Herman
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Stone and Cushing, Mr. and Mrs. Evariste
closed area in Rockland Harbor. No. 1 of Rockland, Albert D. Mills. Executive John Thompson in Hart and Theodore Sylvester.
family have moved to Brewer. Mr. Desjardin’s of Augusta, Mr. and j
Troop N. 6, sponsored by the
Both men claimed that they were Sr., was selected as Scoutmaster charge. This evidently continued
Stone has employment in Bangor. Mrs. Ronald Gillis, Mr. and Mrs. digging clams only for bait and j witj, Elmer Lord as assistant. The j about five years, then was reCongregational Church is one of the
William Brooks, 3rd. Neil Stet George Hall, Mr. and Mrs. Albert
not for human consumption. The ! »rOop committee consisted of Benj. moved to Port'and. known first as old original troops. There seems,
son, and Paul Hardy left Sunday Hall and daughter, Janice, Mr. and
complaints
were
brought
by p Br0WnP, Albert P. Blaisdell and The Portland Council, then Cum- as in the case of Troop 2, to be no
for Boy Scout Camp Hinds in Ray , Mrs. John Robinson. Mr. and Mrs.
Coastal Warden Clayton Simmons. , j p Burgess. This was in March ! berland County Council, later as records of its ear.y leaders, but
mond. where they will spend a Orman Staples, Mr. and Mrs. Hollis
and the following Memorial Day I Pine Tree Council with Rockland in 1931, Osgood A. Gilbert. Jr., was
month.
Mr. and Mrs. William Young, Mrs. Hugo Hochschild,
Edward A. Genthner of Waldo
believe the troop aupeared in the added to its list, end it is so called Scoutmaster; 1937 ’o 1939, John M.
Mrs.
Charles
Spear,
Mrs.
Maynard
Brooks, 2nd. and daughter Sally,
boro pleaded not guilty to a
Rossegil; 1940-1943, Charles Hav
Memorial Day parade, fully uni at the present time.
Spear. Mrs. Harold Vinal, Miss charge of speeding on Union Rtreet
accompanied them.
Through the years many of these ener and Stuart Fogelman; 1943formed. This troop grew rapidly
Grace Chapter. OES, held its last Helen Duncan, Miss Lottie Smith, in Rockland on June 25. He was
troops through change In leader- 46. Joseph Blaisdell; 1947-51, H. E.
meeting Wednesday night. Broth Miss Edna Watts, and Miss Mar found guilty after the testimony
the road when meeting oncoming j ship and other causes dropped out Crozier. 1951-52 Joseph Preslopsky;
ers night was observed. Refresh garet Young.
of Rockland police stating that he
traffic.
The Ohio woman was with the exception of troop two. 1952-1953, Neil C. Novicka and in
ments were served by Mrs. Ella
had been going more than 45
stopped on Route 1, June 27, by three and six which after the Pine 1953, E. K. Jones, the present
miles per hour in the 25 mile zone
Andrews. Mrs. Barbara Jack and MEDOMAK
State Trooper Harvey Childs.
: Tree Council took over, became Scoutmaster. Th’s troop has stood
Miss Nellie Tibbetts.
George Peagle who has been re and paid a fine of $10.
202. 203 & 206.
well through the years and is now
•
•
♦
•
The Garden Club will hold its ceiving treatment ot a Hospital at
There seems to be a little break an active unit showing up well at
Walter B. Wall of Worcester.
Gerald
Williams
USCG,
pleaded
annual outing Thursday at The Brunswick returned home Friday.
guilty Monday morning in Muni Mass., paid a fine and costs of In the rcords of troop 202 but on the last field day ir. Union.
Ledges, one and one half miles be
Mr. and Mrs. Nathan Thomp cipal Court to a charge of failing $13.70 on a charge of failing to Dec. 8. 1925, a charter was issued
Explorer Unit 207—Rockland’s
yond Tenant’s Harbor. Luncheon
son and children oi Friendship vis to observe the traffic .signals at observe a stop sign at the inter to the Pratt llem. rial Church as newest outfit, was organized, 1954,
will be served at 12.30 with a visit
ited Sunday at Orin McLain's.
the corner of Main and Limerock section of Pascal avenue and troop No. 2 with William Millegon, under the sponsorship of the Rock
in the afternoon, to Mrs. Hickey’s
Sn Clyde Genthner of Cuba is vis streets in Rockland on June 25 Route 1 in Rockport. The charge Scoutmaster and Alfred R. Pugh land fire dept. with H. E. Crozier
garden in Port Clyde Those wish
iting his wife, he was called here Williams paid a fine of $10 on the was brought as the result of a Assistant Scoutmaster. These lead Explorer advisor and Lewis Phil
ing tiansportat’on please apply to
by the death of his father Ralph charge which was brought by minor collision on Saturday, in ers remained in charge of the unit lips, assistant. It is a new outfit,
Miss Anna Dillingham.
which the car operated by Wall during 1926-27.
Rockland police.
but watch it grow.
Genthner.
The Williams-Brazier Post, Am
• • • *
was in collision with a car owned
In Nov. 1927 the present leader,
Sea Explorer Unit. 209, Ship
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Richard
Glaude
I
erican Legion, will meet Thursday
Harold Parritt of 602 Main by Shirley Carver of Lincolnville. Harold Whitenill, was registered Red Jacket, is a fine outfit started
evening at the Legion Hall.
A and daughter spent the weekend street. Rockland, pleaded guilty
• • • •
a Scoutmaster. He first registered some years ago under the able
with her parents, the Fred Keens. '
movie will be ahown
to a charge of operating a motor
Lowell David Robbins of St as a Boy Scout in Troop No. 1 leadership of such leaders as Josh
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Ashley
Genthner
Miss Louise Jones is employed
vehicle without an inspection George pleaded guilty in Munici Thomaston in June 1918, and sub ua Southard, Com., Hammond,
at the Coffee House for thc sum and Burton Carter of Vinalhaven sticker and without proper regis pal Court Monday morning to a
sequently organized Troop 1 of and others with Mates, John A.
were
here
Saturday
to
attend
the
mer.
tration when he appeared in Mu charge of operating a motor Farmington, registering as Assis Perry, Miles lawyer, Richard
Ann Gledhill, daughter of Rev. funeral of Ralph Genthner.
nicipal Court Monday morning. vehicle while under the influence tant Scoutmaster in April 1927. Spear, Sonny Smith and others.
Miss Alice Osier is spending two He was fined $5 on the first charge
and Mrs. George Gledhill. it at
of intoxicating liquor and was Troop 202 has been a strong, ac This ship has won high honors in
weeks
with
her
parents,
before
she
Camp Tanglewood. Lincolnville.
end $10 on the second charge. fined $100 and costs of $4.94.
tive and aggressive Troop through Sea Scouting and is still an active
Husbands and wives of the Fed enters a Portland Hospital for work Complaint was brought by State
Robbins was arrested Sunday on the years and is now one of Rock- Unit, with John A. Perry First
for
the
summer.
erated Church choir will hold a
Trooper Harvey Childs.
Route 1 in Thomaston by State lands largest units.
Mate.
Miss Bertha Meserve is at her
6.30 picnic supper at Spruce Lodge
Trooper Lawrence Chapman.
Troop No. 3—organized originally
Troop 216, sponsored by St.
cottage for the summer
Owen W. Hutchinson of St.
at Spruce Head on Tuesday.
An intoxication charge against in 1917 by the Y. M. C. A , in 1921Bernard
’s Church, was organized in
Mrs.
Howard
Callomore
has
em

George paid a fine of $10 in Mu the man was filed and he was
Approximately 161 children and
22 was sponsored by the Univer 1949 with George Robishaw as
adults attended the Baptist Church ployment at the Sylvania plant in nicipal Court Monday morning found not guilty of a third charge,
salist Church under the Leader Scoutmaster; Woodrow Mucier, In
after pleading guilty of failing to of operating without a license.
Bible School and Sunday School pic Waldoboro.
ship of Judge Mile3 S. M. and Rev. stitution representative and Paul
Mrs. Ruth Stanley of New York observe the stop sign at the cor
nic held Saturday at Reid State
was the guest last week of her ner of Broadway and Park streets
Everett T. Harriman of Thom Mr. Ratcliffe is A. S. M. Later Ploude, Committee Chairman. It
Park in Bath.
in Rockland.
sister,
Mrs.
Carol
Hilton.
aston
was arraigned in Municipal they were succeeded by Walter has steadily grown for the last
Vacation Bible School
• • • •
L. W Osier and son John were
Court
in Wiscasset Monday morn Kimball who continued as S. M. five years with the Knights of Co
Vacation Bible School at the Bap
Evalyn A. Kreider of Spring- ing on charges of driving while un several years; next No. 203 was lumbus, bccom.ng sponsors, in 1954.
in Portland on business last Mon
tist Church closed Friday with the
field, Ohio, forfeited a bail bond of der the influence of intoxicating sponsored by Rotary Club and be George Robishaw remains Scout
following program being presented day.
Mr. and Mrs. Roger Miller and $20 by failing to appear in Mu liquor, of leaving the scene of an came know as High School Troop. master with Joseph Cormier as asby the students in the evening:
(Contlnued on Page Severn
children of Waldoboro are at their nicipal Court Monday morning to accident and of operating a car Still later thi3 was sponsored by
answer to a charge of failing to without a license. Harriman was the Littlefield Memorial Church
return to the right hand side of sentenced to 30 days in the Ken with Carroll Wixson Scoutmaster.
nebec County Jail on the first It has been inactive for about a
cottage for the summer.
count and the remaining charges year, but is now in the process of
Mr, and Mrs. Andrew Derrie and were filed. The Thomaston man reorganizing.
FOR YOUR
WALDOBORO
family of New York are at their was apprehended by State Trooper
Troop 204 was sponsored by the
TEL. TEmple 2-5345
summer home on Long Island.
Stanley Poland in Friendship,
Every Evening at 8.00. Matinees
Mrs. L. W. Osier and Alice Osier driving a car belonging to Gilbert
Saturday at 2.00. Sunday at 3.00
were at Portland. Monday night to Delano of Rockland, after he had
attend a piano recital by Nadine struck a car operated by Edwin
‘25-‘50
TODAY ONLY, JUNE 29
and Linda Timberlake.
Johnson of Waldoboro. State po
Repeated hy Popular Request:
moo
*1200
TUESDAY-ONE DAY ONLY!
Mr and Mrs. Milton Teele and lice had been hunting for Harri
Susan Hayward, Kob’t Mitcham
children of New York were Sun man during the evening after the
in
Double Feature
“WHITE WITCH DOCTOR”
day callers at Ruius Tee’e.
car he was driving was involved
— In Technicolor —
Mrs. Amy Willey and Mrs. Katie in a crash in Warren. Three other
or other pions
Eugley of Waldoboro were at Rock occupants of the car Harriman
WEDNESDAY-THURSDAY
Take care of your car repairs
JUNE 30 — JULY 1
land Monday.
was driving were found guilty ot
Victor Mature, Piper I^urie,
and vacation expenses at one
Andrew Kaler was in Boston on intoxication in the Lincoln Coun
Vincent Price, William Bendix
time ... then when you return
ty court.
business, Sunday
Belta St. John in
pay according to the sched
“DANGEROUS MISSION”
ule you choose.

MONEY

and assistance to her friends, and
in her work as a valued member
of the Thomaston Garden Club for
whom she planned their planting
about the Thomaston High School.

the leadership of Raymond Pendle

MISS MARGARET RUGGLES

News of the sudden passing of
Miss Margaret George Ruggles in
the early morning hours of June
22 was received by her many
friends with deep sorrow and a
lasting sense of profound loss to

Thomaston, feelings universally
shared by her townspeople.

It was fitting that she entered
her long sleep in her own beloved

home, as she had washed, the
house built by her grandfather.
Senator John Ruggles in 1826, in
which she had lived most of her
life.
The beautiful home, with
its traditions, its priceless memo
ries, its fine old furniture trea
sured as symbols of her family,
held her in a perfect setting. She
W’as not born in this house. She
was born in Cambridge, Mass..
March 3. 1877. the only child of
John and Frances Snow Ruggles,
a cherished daughter, always
known to them and to many of her
older friends as “Pearl”!
Coming to Thomaston at the age
of 13 to live the rest of her life, she
entered High Sehool making en
during ties of friendship and gradu
ating in 1894. After this she at
tended Bradford Academy in Nor
ton, Mass., and then Miss Wheelock’s Kindergarten School in Bos
ton. Following her training and
her natural interest in children,
after coming home she opened and
conducted for a short time a pri
vate kindergarten in the small
building, since removed, just east ;
of her house and near the street i
w’hich had been used by her grand- ,
father as a law office.

During this time of retirement
she enjoyed two trips to Europe,
two to California, and a winter in
Florida.
She was a devoted member of
the Federated Church and active
in its work until the impairment
of her health these last few years.
Her long service as director of its
choir was marked by the same line
qualities she had displayed as a
teacher.
She was a member of the Rubin
stein Club of Rockland.
Hers was a good life.
She
brought to It many gifts—beauty,
dignity, charm, graciousness, in
telligence, gaiety, kindness, affec
tion. Life could not but bring her
happiness. She gave much. She
received much. We shall always
rejoice in the remembrance of her
distinction as a person, her sta
ture as a teacher, her worth as a
citizen, a neighbor, a friend. She
was a gentlewoman. She will be
missed. We shall not soon, if ever,
fill her place.
Her nearest survivors are sev
eral cousins, one of whom. John
Ruggles Egerton, has been like a
younger brother in his devotion.
Another cousin close to her was
Miss Frances Weeks of Belfast.
And some of her friends were as
near and dear to her as relatives,
among them Miss Rita Creighton
Smith and Mrs. Faith Dresser.
Funeral services were held last
Friday afternoon at the Davis Fu
neral Home in Thomaston, the Rev.
George Gledhill of the Federated
Church officiating. She was laid
at rest in the old family lot in Elm
Grove Cemetery. At her feet
stands the marble slab commem
orating her great grandmother,
Mrs. Margaret George, and bear
ing
the
following
inscription,
strangely enough fitting our Mar
garet George as well,
“Distinguished in life by eminent
virtues

After her father's death she fit
ted herself as a teacher of public
school music and for many years
Honored in death by numerous
was an outstanding director of mu
friends.”
sic in the schools of Thomaston,
Rockland, and, briefly, in Warren.
There are scores of teachers who
will recall with pride the excel
lence of her work in this field,
Public Party
characterized by its thoroughness
in fundamentals, high standards of
Every Tuesday Night
taste, careful attention to details
to diction, in short, insistence on
SPECIAL GAMES
receiving no less than the best
from both pupils and teachers.
WILLIAMS-BRAZIER POST
While her pupils undoubtedly did
NO. 37
not realize at the time the worth
Thomaston
Nat
’I Bank Building
of this training, she was loved hy
1-T-tf
them for her kindness, her inter
est in them, her personal appear
ance, her manners. Her influence
in their lives must he counted as
one of her rew’ards and achieve
ments.
For a number of years she was
supervisor of the Baptist Sunday
School, again in a position to con
tribute her good example and in
fluence to young people’s lives.
After her retirement from teach
ing. made possible by an inherit
ance, she spent a year of study at
Lowthrope School of Horticulture
in Groton. Mass., a subject in
which she had keen interest be
cause of the lovely garden her
mother had created about their
home and which she had carried
on with so much pleasure after
wards. In it she made use of the
knowledge she had gained. She
also used it in her generous advice

WHAT FINER GIFT
Than a

Subscription to

THE

COURIER-GAZETTE?
ONE YEAR—FIVE DOLLARS

WALDO theatre

VACATION
in 1 DAY

on your name only

— In Technicolor —

loons for on, purpose

— Added Attraction —

Come in or. fo sove time, phone

1720
359 Main Street

2nd Floor
Life Insurance at no Additional Cost

PUBLIC LOAN
CORPORATION OF ROCKLAND

MARCIANO-CHARLES FIGHT
FRIDAY AND SATURDAY
JULY 2-3

Joan Lettlie, Forrest Tucker,
Vera Ralston. Ray Middleton
Pat O'Brien in
“JUBILEE TRAIL”
— In Color —

rockland
DRIVE-IN
FIRST ROCKLAND SHOWING
At Regular Prices
DANNY KAYE in

AUCKLAND

TUESDAY AND WEDNESDAY
1.30-6.30-7.50

^/‘Wrorr^cosTEiio

<4

"HANS CHRISTIAN
ANDERSON"

round ... MOUNTA/N^V
’ DOROTHY SHAY^TLT" 1

CATTLE Drive<¥|
cAnicolor
7ec/>n/color

Starring

UMUKS MSHfU-A UWRSM WERMIIONM PICTURE

ENDS TODAY—TERRIFYING
Soldier-Ants On the March!

"THE NAKED JUNGLE"

We’ve joined the new American Motors family
and we’re celebrating with a big ...

Eleanor Parker - Charlton
Heston — In Technicolor
WEDNESDAY-THURSDAY
It’s a Four-Alarm Riot!
They’re Fiddling While the
Firehouse Burns . . .

Shows at; l.SO—#.80—7.50

SPIKE JONES ft cm SUCKERS

STARTS WEDNESDAY

WED.-THURS. JUNE 30-JULY 1
Cary Grant, Myrna toy
"BACHELOR AND THE

•—

Camden Theatre
Weekdays at 2.00-7.00-9.00 P. M.

TRADE-IN JAMBOREE

His Funniest!

on the greatest performers ever built!

coyi«.ioG BU#By H>c,tn.MutH rniM

BOBBY SOXER"

HUDSON

A UNIVERSAL INTERNATIONAL PICTURE

— Also —

H. G. Wells Technicolor
Thriller!

"WAR OF THE WORLDS"

( artooa and Musical Short!

WfiWI

Big Midnight Show!

FRIDAY NIGHT, JULY 2
MIDNIGHT SHOW

Friday, July 2

Virginia Mayo, Gene Nelson
Patrice Wymore— Technicolor

"FRENCH FOUIES"

"SHE'S BACK ON B'WAY"

Spicy — Raw — Daring!

TT-tt

HORNETS * WASPS • JETS

Ce|«‘bp»M**
-The Holiday Early!

Standard trim and other specifications and
accessories subject to change without notice.

SIMMONS GARAGE
10 LINDSEY STRICT

Doors Open 11 P. M.
Show at 11.30
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77-It

ROCKLAND, MAINE

63-aw
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Social Matters
Albert E. MacPhail, Grand Mas
ter of the Grand Lodge of Maine,
HOOF. motored to Fort Fairfield
ever the weekend to attend the
homecoming party and reception
tiven Saturday night for Mrs.
Jackalena A. Pearce, President of
the Rebekah Assembly of Maine.
He was accompanied by Mrs. Mac
Phail, Jr., Past President of the
Rebekah Assembly of Maine;
[lames Shannon of Rockland, Grand
Marshal of the Grand Lodge of
■Maine; Mrs. Inez Crosby of Campen, Past President of the Associ
ation of Rebekah Assemblies; and
hdrs. Dana B. Whittier, District

Scout History

SATURDAY AT ST. BERNARD'S
CATHOLIC CHURCH

(Continued from Page S’x)

sistant and James Erazier as In
stitutional
representative;
Al
Ploude Committee Chairman and

Cub Pack, 206, was organized
1950, sponsored by the Congrega

St. Peter’s Woman’s Auxiliary
will meet Thursday night pre
ceded by a supper at the Para
mount Restaurant. Contact Mrs.
Ada Watts, Tel. 186-W for reser| vations.

For a happy

4th of July
weekend

Shift
CMDtN, MAINL

■

Mrs. William J. McIntyre (Miss Christine Anne Cavarsan)
Miss Christine Anne Cavarsan,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. John Ca
varsan, 20 Maverick St., and Wil
liam Joseph McIntyre, son ol Mr.

and Mrs. William F. McIntyre of
Staten Island, New York, were
united in marriage in a double
ring ceremony performed by Rev.
George Goudreau in St. Bernard’s
Church, Saturday morning at 9
o’clock.
White gladioli, pink peonies
and potted ferns were used as
decorations. Mrs. Jane Foley, or
ganist,
played
the
wedding
marches and Miss Janette Escor
sio sang “Ave Maria,’’ Mother At
Your Feet I m Kneeling” and
“Mother Beloved.”
The bride, given in marriage by
her father, wore a floor length
gown of imported rose point lace
and net over bridal satin entrain.
Her double finger tip veil fell
from a cap of seed pearls. She
carried a prayer book with an
arrangement of lilies of the valley
and a white orchid.
Miss Irma Cavarsan, sister of
the bride, served as maid of
honor.
The bridesmaids were
Miss Carol Kent and Mrs. Robert
Annis. They all wore white bal
lerina length dresses of lace and
satin with net overskirts and
matching lace jackets. They car
ried mixed arm bouquets and
wore matching headbands.
James Finch of Grand Rapids,
Mich., war best man and the ush
ers were Harold Ward of Detroit.
Mich., and Richard McGuire of
South Hadley, Mass.
A reception was held at thc
Thorndike Hotel following the
ceremony with white gladioli and
peonies
attractively
arranged
as decorations. The bridal party

uuoto

was assisted in receiving by the
parents of the bride and bride
groom. The bride's mother wore
a rose linen and lace dress with
white accessories and corsage of
white gardenias.
The
bride
groom’s mother wore a light blue
nylon dross with white accessories
and an orchid corsage.
Mrs. John Murgita was in
charge of the guest book and Mrs.
Oliver Curtis the gifts. Serving
were Misses Victoria Anastasio
Mary Kent, Sylvia Davis, Ruth
Tootill and Mrs. Albert Payson.
Miss
Jeanette Seliger
dipped
punch.
The couple left by motor for a
wedding trip of unannounced des
tination. The bride traveled in
a white paper nylon dress with
matching duster, white acces
sories and orchid corsage.
On their return they will be at
home at 20 Maverick street until
January and then they will make
their home in Staten Lsland, N. Y.
The bride is a graduate of Rock
land High School and is employed
by the New England Telephone
and Telegraph Co., this city.
The bridegroom attended schools
in New York and is now serving
in the U. S. Coast Guard stationed
in Cape Elizabeth.
v
Out of town guests were: Mr
and Mrs. William F. McIntyre,
Mr. and Mrs. John Hand, Miss
Mary Wellington, Mr. and Mrs.
John O’Rourke, Mr. and Mrs.
Thomas
O’Neil and daughter
Linda. Vincent Garrigan, Daniel
Sullivan and John Behan, Staten
Island, N. Y.; Mr. and Mrs. Stam
ford Vokcs and Mr. and Mrs.
Peter Arnold, Camden;
Mrs.
Mario Cividal, Mr. and Mrs. Al
fred Movalli and Mr. and Mrs. Ar
thur Movalli, Gloucester, Mass.

The Opportunity Class of the
Mrs. Elmer H. Jackson of Au
First Baptist Church will meet gusta is the guest of Mrs. Harold
Thursday night at the home of E. Jackson, Beech Street.
Mrs. Bernice Leach. 52 Masonic
Street.
UNBIDDEN SEED
Miss Anne McLaughlin of New
York, formerly of Rockland, is vis
iting her niece and husband, Mr.
and Mrs. John Purdy in Portland.
She will come to Rockland soon
where she will be house guest of
Miss Beatrix Flint, then go on to
Augusta for a visit.

tional Church, in conjunction with
Troop 206. with Rev. Charles Mon
teith as Cub Master. It is a live
unit still going strong.
Cub Pack 216—Sponsored by
Knights of Columbus organized in
1952 -with Charles Blaisdell Cub
Master and Charles Dorgan Com
mittee Chairman, another live out
fit of the younger boys and going
strong.
This about finishes the history
of Scouting in Rockland but I
think we should mention here a
man who has meant much to every
troop in Rockland. Horatio Cowan,
As District Commissioner he has
for many years given able assis
tance in every way possible to
every troop under his supervision,
a friend of every Scout and every
Scout leader. All salute Commis
sioner Cowan, now chairman of ad
vancement.
The following Scouts have ob
tained the high rank of Eagle
Scout, or Scoutmaster award:
Linwood Aylward Troop 202—
1930; Robert Allen, Troop 206—
1931; Howard Chase. Troop 202—
1932; Earl Havfjrd. Troop 202—
1944; Fred Varrichio, Troop 206—
1953; Horatio Cowan, Jr . Troop
206 and 209A—1913; Richard Spear.
Troop 202 and 209A; Dudley Har
vey. Troop 202 end 209A; Sherion
Sleeper, Troop 206 and 209A; Wil
liam Ripley, Troop 206: Charles
j
Carr, Troop 204; Carroll Fairweather, Troop 21S; John Black.
Troop 204; Robert Annis, Troop ,
202- 1950 and Warren Whitney, j
Troop 202—1951.
Present active units in Rock
land and their leaders and spon
sors are: Troop 202, Harold W.
Whitehill. Methodist Church; Pack
203, Alfred Nichols, Universalist
Church; Troop 204, Milton Woos
ter, First Baptist Church; Troop
206, Edwin K. Jones, Congrega
tional Church; Pack 206, Charles
Monteith. Congregational Church; |
Ship 209, John Alton Perry 1st !
Mate, Lions Club; Troop 216 and
;
Pack 216. George Robishaw’ and
j
Charles Blaisdell, St. Bernard’s
Catholic Church and Knights of
Columbus; Post 207, H. E. Crozier,
Rockland Fire Department and
Troop 203 in pro ess of an organi
zation. Frank Dowling Littlefield
Memorial Baptist Church.
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There is a turbulence within the
soil,
Unbidden seeds, forgotten, lurk,
Ar.d lo! their pretty heads arise
and spoil

The Courier-Gazette

My garden plans, as if berserk.
In what dark mystery lie hidden

RICHARD P. LUFKIN, Supt.
22-aw-tf

here

Unbidden seeds w’hich germinate,
As buried thoughts, in soil too
deep for fear,

Mrs. Edward G. Hellier and chil
dren Peter. Susan and Sarah will And conquer doom and generate”
return to their home in Hingham, Our minds in layers deep conceal
The seeds of thoughts we must
Mass., tomorrow’ after spending a
reveal.
week with her parents, Mr. and
Peter Cameron
Thomaston, Maine.
Mrs. Rodney Weeks at Ash Point.

Mrs. James H. Weeks and chil
dren Scott, Rodney and John of
Birmingham, Michigan, are at
their cottage at Crockett’s Beach
for the Summer. They will be
joined later by Mr. Weeks.

7

BECOMES BRIDE OF ALBERT McLOON
_. _.

.

Job Dept.

_________________________

Gill University, Faculty of Medi-

i cine in Montreal this fall.

outof«uter«e.t»: Dr.a.d.l.

ROGERS IN CHURCH CEREMONY
.
t .l

Libby, Mrs. H. S. Linker, Mr. and
Mrs. Dana M. Libby, Misses Joan
and Diane Libby, East Orange,
N. J.; Mr. and Mrs. C. S. Libby,

Maplewood, N. J.; Mr. and Mrs.
Henry H. Lindquist, New York
City; Mr. and Mrs. Walter Phil
lips, Miss Vivian Phillips, Mr. and
Mrs. C. Edgar Thyng, David
Thyng. Mr. and
Mrs. Karl
Ways,
Mr. and
Mrs. Frederick
Caswell,
Misses
Mary
Olive.
Patricia
and
Carolyn
Caswell, Dr. Gulli Mueller and
Mr. and Mrs. Chester Merrill,
Newtonvilie. Mass.; Mr. and Mrs.
Robert A. Lindquist, Fairfield,
Conn.; Miss Catherine Regan.
Lowell, Mass.; Mr. and Mrs.
Larry Clampitt, Newton High
lands, Mass.; Mrs. Eleanor Beat
ty, Belmont, Mass.; Mr. and Mrs.
W. C. Scott, Boston, Mass.; Miss
Edith Seaver and William Lisliman, Attleboro, Mass.;
Miss
Sheila Mahoney. Methuen, Mass.;
Mr. and Mrs. R. Wyman Foster,
Needham, Mass.; Miss Joan Walth
ers. Petersham Mass.; Miss Bea
trice Cady, Sunapee, N. H.; Mr.
and Mrs. M. A. Chapman, Miss
Lourena Lindquist, Miss Selma
Nordstrom and Mrs. Maurice
Smith, Manchester. N. H.
kw.
•
From around the state: Mr. and
'Sr
Mrs. Joseph L. Brewster, and Mr.
'/V
and Mrs. Edward L. Page, Au
gusta; Mrs. Albric Mercier and
A’’®'
■
Miss Marie Mercier, HoultonMiss Emiiy Larrabee and Carl
Tullock, Portland; Miss Ruth Mc
Kinley, Union; Mr. and Mrs. P.
Carlin O'Donnell, Searsport; Mr.
Mrs. Albert McLoon Rogers (Miss Stephany Libby indquist)
and Mrs. Frederick Farnsworth.
Miss Stephany Libby Lindquist, den. William Bentham, Montreal, Swanville; Mr. and Mrs. Richard
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Robert Can., and Charles Schurman, Paul, Waldoboro and Mr. and
Emanuel Lindquist, 12 Lincoln Newport, Vt.
Mrs. Walter B. Manson, Wes*
street, and Albert McLoon Rogers
At the reception which followed Boothbay Harbor.
son of Mrs. Louis Bosse, 13 Clare in the vestry, the bridal couple
mont street, and the late Dr. Lin were assisted in receiving by their
SONNET
wood T. Rogers, were united in mothers, the matron of honor,
To one who has been long in city
marriage Saturday afternoon in maid of honor and bridesmaids.
pent,
the Congregational Church. Rev. The bride's mother wore a navy
Tis very sweet to look into the
Maldwyn V. Parry, former pastor, blue sheer and lace dress over
fair
performed the single ring cere mushroom pink taffeta and the And open face of Heaven, to
breath a prayer
mony.
bridegroom’s mother wore gray
Full in the smile of the blue
Ferns and pedestal vases with nylon lace over dusty pink taffeta,
firmament.
arrangements
of
delphiniums, They both wore corsages of cyru- Who is more happy, when, with
snapdragons and gladioli in pink, bidium orchids.
heart content,
Fatigued he sinks into some
blue and white, decorated the alMiss Judith Orne of Hasley
pleasant lair
tar. Mrs. Faith Berry played the Wood, Delaware, was in charge of
Of wavy grass, and reads a debon
traditional wedding marches.
the guest book.
Serving were
air
The bride, given in marriage by Misses Corinne Edwards, Louise . And gentle tale of love and languishment?
her father, wore a formal gown Priest. Nancy Leach. Barbara Il
of white nylon tulle and Chantilly vonen and Mrs. Barbara Griffith. Returning home at evening, with
an ear
The couple left for a 10-day mo •
lacc over satin. The fitted lace
Watching the sailing cloudlets
bodice was fashioned with a wide tor trip of unannounced destina i
bright career,
portrait neckline* edged with pleat tion. The bride traveled in a He mourns that day so soon has
white
linen
dress
with
pink
flare
ed tulle. An inserted lace peplum
glided by:
E’en like the passage of an
accentuated the bouffant skirt coat. They will be at home at
angel’s tear
which ended in a Chapel train, Coopers Beach, Owl's Head, after
I That falls through the clear, ether
Her finger-tip veil of imported silk July 15.
silently.
The bride graduated from Rock
illusion was caught to a circlet
John Keats.
headpiece of flowered lace. She land High School in 1951 and en
ters
her
senior
year
at
Wheelock
carried a cascade bouquet of
white carnations and stephanotis College this fall. She will serve
Lj
Don't jnmb’e with <ireas one of the playground super
■
the odds
with pale pink center.
visors
this
summer.
Mrs. Giraud V. Foster of Bal
i
ore against you
The
bridegroom
graduated
timore, Md., oldest sister of the
bride, served as matron of honor from Rockiand High School in 1947
and Miss Marcia Elizabeth Lind
quist, younger sister of the bride,
served as maid of honor. The
bridesmaids were twin sisters of
the bridegroom, Misses Gayle and
Lynne Rogers of Boston.
The
maid of honor w’ore a ballerina
length gown of white embroidered
CLOTHES SHOP - ROCKLAND
organdy over pink taffeta with
portrait neckline. She carried a
cascade bouquet of rose pink car
nations and wore a matching
headband of flowers and moline.
The matron of honor and brides
maids wore white embroidered or
gandy over blue taffeta ballerina
length gowns.
The matron of
honor carried a cascade bouquet
of blue and white carnations and
wore a matching headband of
flowers and moline. The brides
maids carried colonial bouquets of
pink, blue and white and wore
matching headbands.
Warren Harthorne of Cape
Elizabeth served as best man and
the ushers were Robert McIntosh,
Rockland, Warren Kelleher, Cam-

RE-MODELING

SALE

NOW GOING

READ IHE ADS
THE TIMES f

-1

HUNDREDS OF SAVINSS
Summer

MEN S SHORT SLEEVE

SPORT SHIRTS

Coiffures

Cottons, Rayons, Assorted Colors.
Small, Med., Med. Large

MACHINELESS or

Catalina Swim Stars

COLD WAVE

.50

Two lively leaders from the Tweed Shop's Bathing Beauty
Parade! The most beguiling lines . . . sparkling sea
worthy fabrics... to give you the most in figure flattery.

BABY SHOES

A. "SEA BRITCHES" . . . Little Boy Bather of
Acetate Cotton Lastex with contrasting piping.
Sizes 32 to 38.
$12.98

I

375 MAIN STREET

McLAIN

B. "DOUBLE-UPPER" ... 1 piece swimmer in
gleaming Acetate lastex. Slimming shirring
over the hip-fine. Sizes 32 to 38.
$10.95

SHOE STORE
132 MAIN ST. ROCKLAND
77-lt

74-T-tf

Reg. 2.45 ..................................

NOW

X,

Take up to IS months to pay! Chance
of a lifetime for you parents and
students to own a brand new
ROYAL PORTABLE
Typed work does look better. Gets
you higher ma.ks, too! Come In and
try this sensational typewriter!

MEN’S AND BOYS’

POLO SHIRTS

TELEPHONE 142

Camden Hills Theatre
Season Tickets Sold Here

Typewriter
Headquarters
3S8 MAIN ST.

1.44
66c

MEN’S DUNGAREES

GILBERT’S BEAUTY SALON
HELEN OLItlS KNIGHT, Prop.

$2.94 pair

£

- St'S

STEPHANY LIBBY LINDQUIST

Rev. Father George Goudreau as
Chaplain.

Mrs. Beulah Hildebrandt, of St.
Petersburg, Fla., sister of H Well
ington Smith, was united in mar
riage on June 25, 1954, at Pleasant
Point, to Harold C. Dunbar, also
of St. Petersburg. Rev. Dr. Ar
thur P. Pratt, of Mount Dora,
Florida and Friendship, Maine,
performed the ceremony.

Among the University of Maine
Deputy President of District No.
graduates this month were two
16.
well known local boys residing at
Holiday weekend guests of the the present timo in Orono. They
■Woods at the Universalist Manse were Harold Emmerson Gerrish
■vere Mrs. Wood’s parents, Mr. Jr., who received his B. A. Detnd Mrs. Waldo G. Edwards of I gree. He majored in Spanish and
■Arlington, Mass., and Mr. and Mrs. I Robert Smith who received his
■Arthur T. Hatton of West Hart M. A. Degree in Poultry Hus
bandry. Mr. Smith is married to
ford, Conn.
I the former Mary Gerrish of RockMr. and Mrs. Arnold Rogers and i land.
i
■M. John H. McLoon entertained
Ihe bridal party of the RogersMr. and Mrs. Frank A. St. Clair
Lindquist wedding Thursday night of Millburn, N. J., and Mr. and
tt a steak fry at the McLoon cot- Mrs. Jerome H. St. Clair and
Kage, Cooper’s Beach.
Guests daughter Susan of Hartford, Conn.
■vere; Miss Stephany Lindquist, Al ! are spending a vacation at the St.
bert McLoon Rogers. Mr. and Mrs. | Clair cottage at Crescent Beach. |
obert Lindquist, Mr. and Mrs.
ouis Bosse, Miss Marcia LindThere will be a meeting of Rock
tuist, and Robert McIntosh of land Emblem Club at the Elks
[Lockland; Mr. and Mrs. Giraud Home Thursday night, 8 o'clock.
roster of Baltimore, Md.; Warren
Harthorne, Cane Elizabeth: Wil
Mr. and Mrs. Clifford Wiley,
liam Bentham, Montreal, Canada,
Main Street, bad as guest the past
Charles Shurman, Newport, Vt.,
Ind Misses Gayle and Lynne week their daughters and son-inlaw, Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Long and
Rogers of Boston.
sons Michael and David, Riva, Md.
and Mr. aijd Mis. Paul Dean and
son Paul, Jr., Pocomoke City Md.,
SMART FORM
also their son and daughter-inFOUNDATION GARMENTS
law, Mr. and Mrs. Milton Teel and
children Deborah and Gary of
In All Styles
Long Island, N. Y. They also vis
Measured and Fitted By
ited with their sister and brotherAppointment By
in-law, Mr. and Mrs. Theodore
Benner, West Meadow Road. On
MARJOXiE E. MacFAUAND
their
return home they were ac
|99 RANKIN ST.
TEL. 741-M
companied by Dennis and Douglas
ROCKLAND, ME.
Teel. Dennis will spend the sum
Formerly represented by
mer with the Deans in Pocomoke
Mrs. Frances I’hinney
City and Douglas with the Teels
76*77
in Long Island.
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Sanforized.

Zipper Fly.

Riveted Pockets, Top Quality.

TEL. 7M

1.77

HUNDREDS OF VALUES

ROCKLAND

Repairs On All Makes of
Typewriters - Adding Machines

LIKE THESE!!

SAVEI!
mt

77-T-tf
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,
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Tuesday-Thursday-Saturday

__________
sparker's pond and the long ridge }
which eventually becomes Wil
lett’s hill upon which the town of i
Waldoboro is situated.
The entire trip from the R.R
crossing on old Route 1 involved !
around seven miles of tough walk
ing. during which it rained most
of the time (was I soggy!) and
the mosquitoes were in finest bit
ing form.
Three brooks drain this long
valley and finally emerge into one
a mile above tidewater known
as the Slaigo, which enters the
lower Medomak at Sampson’s
Cove.

1m
Xm
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Waldo Tvler

Before this gets into print it j usually submerged but unrelenting
I to the last gasp and its eating
might happen. Consistently en
| qualities is a toss-up between
couraging reports from the Saco,
mackerel and haddock.
Kennebec and Sheepscot river I The fish are taken from shore
areas about a huge run of school
i or boat when prevalent, by streamstriped bass has given anglers
: er flies, plugs and live bait either
for these tasty game fish the jit
cast or trolling.
ters in the Knox County coastal
» • • »
sections.
“Rol” hooks a big one.
Thousands of fish in the one to
Special dispatch via fisherman’s
three pound class have been in th?
grapevine from the North Knox
Kennebec region for two week3
I area.
and are expected to be followed
While fishing on Sennebec pond
early in July by much heftier
in Appleton (rainy) Sunday, June
specimens already seen cruising
13. Roland Gushee, farmer, politi
in good numbers north of Kittery.
cian, sheriff’s deputy, county com
Peak fishing
looked for from
missioner and erstwhile fisher
early July to mid-August with the
man tied into an “old republican’’
first of the smaller school run ex
brown trout near the mouth of
pected in Damariscotta, Medomak
Kirk brook that would have been
and Georges rivers momentarily.
a cinch for the “one-that-didn’tA short phone call to Albert El
get-away” club.
liot of Dunn & Elliot’s at Wads
Rol played the “big bruiser’’
worth street bridge in Thomaston
till his tongue was hanging out;
today
revealed
that constant
(the trout's of course). Got him
watch is being kept in the lower
up along side the boat—estimated
tidewater area of Georges and
his weight was around eight
several tries at the narrows back
pounds and then started figgerin’
of the prison has been luckless up
how he was going to land him—
to now (June 14). Conditions of
just remembering his landing net
water and the unusual run of for
was at home, (Why do those
age fish into tidal inlets this year
Gushee boys do that?)
may be the reason for some of
While Rol was figgerin’, the
the present quantity of stripers in
trout was resting, and being im
Maine waters.
patient the trout rolled over and
The northern migration is quite
got away.
If there’d been a
unpredictable and Federal sur
Democrat aboard he’d probably
veys reveal no certainty to its
“bashed’’ the trout with an oar,
duration beyond the New Hamp
but Rol ain't that cruel.
shire State line.
However the
• * • «
fish have been reliably reported
Got a letter from a well wisher
into tidal rivers of the Canadian
of this column a short time ago;
provinces for several years.
she says in part: “You constantly
Certain conservation measures
taunt us with the beauty of the
for years advocated by the “Salt
outdoors and the wonders of na
Water Sportsman,’’ a periodical
ture, while most of us housewives
published in Boston for tidewater
remain duty-bound to four walls
fishermen exclusively, could ma
and
family ties as life slips slowly
terially help this area.
away—but please keep it up.’’
Local lake and pond fishermen
Such an appeal as this is the re
who have never hooked a striper
ward
for a labor of love—a mile
on light tackle are one thrill be
hind the best of any fresh water stone on the way to a goal I have
specie of similar size that I know. sought ever since I started to
The strike of a striper is unbe- write this column; for it is for
lievabTe in vigor—its fight is those who are not exacting in their
appraisal of my literary attempt
and those who would hear the
bobolink's song if they could, that
CLAYT BITLER
I get the most pleasure of writing.
• • • •

Wants to See YOU About

6OOI>/frEAB
TIRES
•O-T-tf

My son and I recently made a
trout Ashing venture into the wilaerness area of Demuth valley;
a rather inaccessible and primi
tive region of southeastern Lin
coln County, lying between Siden-

In years past my sons and I
have taken some fine trout here
and the rugged journey to good
fishing about half way into the
/heavily wooded area was well
worth the effort. Back brook, the
smaller of the two primary
streams of this area originates
considerably north of new Route
1 and crosses this highway abrupt
ly east of the R.R. underpass near
Moody’s diner.
The Demuth
originates in the swamp below the
•’Moose Crossing’’ sign and skirts
the eastern side of Demuth Hill.
Over recent dry years neither of
these brooks have been State
stocked and about the only trout
known to have been planted in the ,
system were released in Slaigo on
the Friendship to Waldoboro sec
tion of Route 220.
A ten foot waterfall near the I
old mill site on Slaigo keeps these
trout from entering the two smal
ler brooks.
On the day we made this trip we
were encouraged to find hundreds
of small trout in this area. With
out question these little fellows
are native spawned and reared
fish.
Since I was last there a colony
of beaver have closed portions of
the lower area and indications are
that several acres are already
flooded.
With this beaver dam encom
passing some of the deepest pools
and natural trout reproduction
proceeding with excellent results,
this area could in a few years de
velop into almost a wilderness
fishing spot quite uncommon to
this part of Maine.
• • • •
I’ve got great respect for a sea
gull who fishes for a living. Such
an individual is among hundreds
at 'Weskeag river who have aban
doned their worthy traditions and
now derive1 their living from
dumps, garbage and carrion far
from the clean and salty coast
line which fostered their forbears
in story, poetry, and song since
time began.
What means this “backsliding’’
of good principles I do not know,
but I expect some way or other
its cause can be traced to the
present methods of humans and
to the very human faculty in the
birds themselves of developing
bad habits.
What would Audubon
have
thought to see hundreds of these
great birds pulling up peas in a
farm garden or feasting on blue
berries miles inland from their
normal coastal habitat?

MRS. ANDREW SIDES IS NEW

This Is The Famous “Dodge Farm”

PRESIDENT CAMDEN GARDEN CLUB
The Camden Garden Club held Montgomery, Mrs. Frank Tirre
Its annual meeting and election of Mrs. William Brown.
Mrs. Underwood spoke of
officers Tuesday at Whitehall Inn.
much she had enjoyed her thr
Mrs. G. Carleton Underwood pre
year term aa president of the i
sided over the business meeting
den Garden Club and the membei
which was preceded by a delicious
gave their retiring president
luncheon in the Inn’s dining room.
rising vote of thanks.
Mrs. P. Exton Guckes. Chairman
After the election of officers Ha
for Camden’s Open House and
bert C. Brownell of the Bros
Garden Day. to be held on July 15.
Rose Research Gardens, Lil
reported that everything was in
Compton. R. I., gave an inter
readiness and all needed now was
ing talk on his specialty,
sunshine on the day.
Suz-Zero Rose.” so called as it wl
The following were elected to
stand 20 to 25 degrees below zeL
serve as officers of the Camden
without covering even in our cl
Garden Club for the ensuing year:
mate.
President, Mrs. Andrew Sides; 1st
Vice Pres., Mrs. Exton Guckes;
2nd Vice Pres.. Mrs. Ruth Perry;
! Secretary, Miss Bessie Bowers;

T. B. Books On

Display At the

Treasurer, Mrs.
Raj- Worthen;
Program Committee, Mrs. Hugh
Montgomery. Chairman. Mrs. How
ard Appollonio, Mrs. Richard BowThrough the co-operatton of Mf
ditch, Mrs. William Packard, Mrs.
Ruth Rogers, librarian, a displ
Capen Abbott.
Bird Committee, Mrs. Leon Bry commemorating the 50th annivl
ant dhairman; Mrs. James Brown. sarj- of the National Tuberculo

Public Library

I'iOni a painting Dy Albert W. Merchant
Few buildings in Rnekland’a history have had the intriguing interest on ynung and old [(Assessed by
tile historic Ibidge Farm on Dodge's Mountain. It was featured by Alton Hall Blaekington in his recent
centennial lecture and his comments have created renewed interest.
The picture above of tbe old structure in its last years is made possible through the courtesy of
■Mrs. Flora Cullen.

However there is one gull at
’Weskeag who still clyngs dog- i
gedly to the traditions that made ’
his kind famous and I have named j
him “Ike.” after the famous Wal
ton of history, who also fished by
choice.
Ike (the gull) fishes winter and ,
summer and he has a very definite ’
schedule.
At low tide he paddles in the
shallow water on the flats and
picks up marine worms and
shrimp prawn. At medium tide
he forages around in the seaweed ,

for small crabs and at high tide
soars to and fro across ’Weskeag
bridge looking for unwary her
ring or o’her school fish who are
rolled up in the strong current
within his reach Ike can dive too
and will plunge without hesitation
into the seething current for the
smallest fish.
His most effective method how
ever is to sit on a small rock in
the middle of the current at ebb
tide and pluck fish from either
side of his perch as they arc
tumbled out of ’Weskeag pond

in the fast water.
Sorry to say that Ike’s winter
methods are not so worthy—for
then he settles down among a few
sheldrakes who fish near the
bridge and harasses them with
savage thrusts until they drop
what they have caught, which he
promptly gobbles up.
At least Ike pretends to keep his
record clean, but I suspect when
no one is looking he accepts an
occasional
hand-out of table
scraps from Helena Pollock or dooryard for a small
drops down in Jane Fullerton’s dessert.

BOUGHT

Association is at the Rockli
Public Library. This associai
was the first voluntarj- group
launch a nationwide attack agal
a specific disease in the Uni
States.
Several of the books which
included ‘n the display avails
to
library patrons are:
Plague and I”, Betty MacDonal
"You and Tuberculosis”, Perkl
and Feldmann; "I Took It Lyii
Down”, Marian Spitzer; “Hub
the Tuber”, Harry A. Wilmer
”1000 Questions and Answers
TB", Fred H. Heise.

RUBBER STAMPS
ANT SIZB

On Order nt
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To Be Sold At Wholesale Prices
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Bendix Home Freezers

mafic" in^tl^lo** '•* 'he only "out
<Xi,p;,co’, :e,d
*

•IGGEST

Freezers — Refrigerators — Freezers — More Freezers

. . .JUST

: Horticulture
and
Conservation,
Miss Gertrude Eastman, Chairman.
Mrs. William Budd.
Hospitality
Committee, Mrs. Preston Wysong,
Chairman, Miss
Helen Tombs.
Mrs. Roy Burchell,
Mrs. Carl
O’Brien. Mrs. Henry Haltermann
Publicity. Mrs. Ambrose Cramer.
Flower
Box
Committee,
Mrs.
Charles Breed.
Flower Arrangement Committee,
Miss Anne Alden. Chairman. Mrs.
Charles Breed. Civic Committee,
Mrs. Albert Chatfield, Chairman.
Mrs. Ora Brown, Mrs. Donald
Dodge. Miss Maya Bamford, Mrs.
Richard Bowditch,
Mrs. Betty
Foxwell, Miss Dorothy W. Kent.
Executive Committee, Mrs. Carl
ton Underwood, Chairman, Chair
men of all Committees, Mrs. John

of effort), pow,r l
(‘u’» up to 71
of effort), pPoOw7;Br9k« (cut up ,0 ,,
o 4-way power fron(

(on di 4), or

15 AND 20 CU. FT. CAPACITY
HIGHER

What a Deal, What a Slaughter of High Prices. Never Before Have You Been Able To
Buy Freezers Delivered To Your Home For These Colossal Low Prices. It Is Sensational,
Terrific, and Almost Unbelievable. (Again Kaler Leads the Way For LOWER PRICES ON
ALL APPLIANCES).
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The Bendix 15 eu. ft. Freezer Only $299.95
The Bendix 20 cu. ft. Freezer Only $399.95
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A Lot of Bendix Refrigerators At Wholesale Prices

All Guaranteed for 5 yrs., 10% Down Payment, balance in 24 months, and financed thru
the NATIONAL SHAWMUT BANK OF BOSTON, the largest and best Bank and Finance Co.
in New England.
We Carry Everything in the Appliance line. BENDIX and CROSLEY lines. Both wringer
and AUTOMATIC ELECTRIC WASHERS, GLENWOOD STOVE LINES, all Models YOUNGS
TOWN SINK LINES BENDIX ond CROSLEY LINES, MAJESTIC STOVE LINES, INTERNATIONALHARVESTER LINES, FAIRBANKS-MORSE LINES; FRIGIDAffiE LINES; DUO THERM HEATER
LINES; POWER LAWN MOWERS. In fact, all standard lines, and at prices you can afford
to pay. WE ALSO CARRY AU STANDARD TELEVISION LINES, INSTALLED IF YOU WISH.
WE HAVE THE MOTO POWER LAWN MOWER, 1714 Blade, for $89.95. ALSO FAIRBANKSMORE MOWERS.

Add up the score..

As I Have Said Before, I Am In the Appliance Business. DON'T FORGET THAT, and by all
Moans Daa't Forget tbe Prices I Have Quoted, Lower than all CHAIN STORES, and Lower
Than Ever Quoted By Me or Any Other Dealer. THIS IS A REAL DEAL, GUESS YOU COULD
CALL IT A NEW DEAL, and Only Through My COLOSSAL BUYING POWER ARE THESE
PRICES AVAILABLE TO YOU. SEE THESE FREEZERS BEFORE THEY ARE SOLD.

It adds up to

HAROLD B. KALER
Washington, Me.

Tel. 5-25

WALDOBORO GARAGE CO.

Open 7 Days a Week
76-77-78A80-D1
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